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Summary
This thesis presents a computer solution for the simultaneous 
differential equations describing the flow of bulk solids in a 
symmetric converging channel. Solutions are presented for both 
axisymmetric and plane flow channels.
Tabulated programme output and also charts of the mass flow 
hopper design parameters S(0), S(a), ff, o'!yB, T^/yB and q have 
been produced for increments of effective yield locus of 5°. The 
charts produced verify the charts presented by Jenike.
A programme for evaluating the design parameters S(a) and 
ff for a specific hopper installation and bulk solid was developed for 
incorporation into a general mass flow bin design programme.
Since a suitable analytical expression for predicting flow 
consolidation stresses in converging channels is available, a computer 
programme was developed to produce charts of the analytically predicted 
flow parameters. A comparison is made of the accuracy of the analytical 
expressions with the numerical solutions.
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Notation
A
B
b
c
D
d
E
EYL
F
FF
F(a)
f
fc
ff
g
H(a)
h
j
K
k
L
m
P
area of cross-section slice.
width or diameter of hopper opening.
exponent, Eqs. (25) and (26).
ratio (tanri/tan6) 2 Equ. (A-6) .
circumferential coordinate in axial symmetry.
distribution factor CTzw/az, for Walters1 theory Equ. (4).
hydraulic diameter of hopper at transition.
parameter given by Equ. (A-3).
effective yeild locus.
parameter given by Equ. (A-4).
flow function of solid.
function given by Equ. (69).
function of 0, Equ. (45).
unconfined yield stress of a bulk solid.
flowfactor of a channel.
function of 0, Equ. (46).
acceleration due to gravity.
inverse of function F(a).
function of 0, Equ. (47).
function of 0, Equ. (48).
parameter defined by Equ. (6).
coefficient in axial symmetry.
k = +1 for converging flow
k = -1 for diverging flow.
length of a wedge hopper cross-section.
coefficient: m = 0 for plane flow
m = 1 for axisymmetric flow, 
perimeter of hopper cross-section.
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Q
Qo
q
R
r,e
r,e,c
^w
SZ
^zo
s
s(a)
s(O)
Tw
X
Y
y
Z
Zo
z
zvi
Zvo
a
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- resultant vertical force across hopper cross-section.
- resultant vertical force at hopper outlet.
- non-dimensional surcharge factor, Eqs. (80) and (86).
- radial distance from vertex along hopper wall to 
transition.
- radial distance from hopper apex.
- plane radial components.
- spherical coordinates.
- dimensionless normal wall stress in hopper, o'/yd.
- dimensionless mean vertical stress, az/yd.
- dimensionless uniform vertical surcharge stress at 
Z = Zo.
- stress function.
- stress function at hopper wall, 0 = a.
- function s at 0 = 0°.
- dimensionless shear stress at wall, Tw/yd.
- function given by Equ. (12).
- function given by Equ. (13).
- parameter given by Equ. (A-5).
- dimensionless depth, z/d.
- value of Z where surcharge Sz0 is located.
- depth from transition of hopper.
- height from hopper vertex.
- height of hopper outlet from vertex.
- half angle of hopper, 0 at the wall.
- angle defined by Equ. (10).
- specific weight of bulk solids, y = pg.
- effective angle of internal friction of bulk solid, 
angle between major principal stress and the normal to
3
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the hopper wall.
- value of € for static conditions.
£2 - value of e for dynamic conditions.
n - angle defined in Figure A-l and by Equ. (A-2).
e - angular coordinate in plane radial coordinates and 
in the meridian plane in axial symmetry.
p - bulk density of solids.
Po - p when exponent b = 0, incompressible solid.
0 - mean consolidating stress.
o i - major consolidating stress.
0 2 - minor consolidating stress.
0 1 - major principal stress in an obstructing arch.
Ox Oy Txy - components of stress in plane strain, and in
Or 00 TrQ meridian plane in axial symmetry in x, y and r, 0 
coordinates respectively.
Oz - mean vertical stress on a horizontal cross-section.
°a - circumferential stress in axial symmetry.
o' - normal stress at hopper wall.
ah - horizontal stress component from Equ. (56).
Or -value of 0 at the transition.
t ' - shear stress along the hopper wall.
T rz - vertical shear stress at radius r.
Tv - vertical shear stress near wall.
<p - angle of friction at the wall.
- angle between the direction of Oj and the coordinate 
ray, r.
r - angle between the direction of Gi and the wall.
(A) - angle between the direction of Pi and the x-axis.
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Practically every industry stores and handles bulk materials 
such as ores, grain, concentrates, coal and chemicals which are 
generally referred to as bulk solids. The large scale operations in 
industry today and the extensive implementation of automatic processing 
are increasing the use of bulk storage. In most cases gravity is 
relied upon to recover these materials from storage and to cause flow.
The design of bulk storage bin systems requires that two main 
aspects be considered; that the bulk solid will flow from the bin 
as required and that the bin structure itself has sufficient strength 
and stability to withstand the loads acting on the bin walls. The 
subject of this work is concerned with the gravity flow of bulk solids 
from mass flow hoppers.
The basis of design of hoppers and storage bunkers for bulk 
solids is essentially an analysis of pressures developed in the 
material, both in the static (filling) state and under dynamic 
(emptying) conditions. These stresses are controlled by both the wall 
geometry and by the flow properties of the material stored, and 
determine whether the material will flow or not flow through an opening 
in the hopper bottom. The ability of the material to form an "arch" 
or "rat-hole" above the outlet is also closely connected with the mode 
of flow, which can be in one of two forms: mass flow, in which slip 
occurs at the walls as well as throughout the material itself, and 
core or funnel flow, in which discharge is confined to a central core 
surrounded by non-flowing (dead) solid within the hopper.
The Jenike method [1,2], is widely accepted as giving the best 
practical solution to hopper design and has been used for the design 
of many mass flow hoppers with considerable success. This method is 
based on the following flow-no flow criterion; "gravity flow of a
1. Introduction
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solid in a channel will prevail provided the yield strength which the 
solid develops as a result of the consolidating pressures is everywhere 
within the channel insufficient to support an obstruction to flow".
The design procedure involves comparing the flowability of the 
material with the flowability of the channel. The flowability of the 
material is determined by measuring the flow properties of the material. 
Knowing the flow properties of the material allows the flowability of 
the channel to be determined by obtaining the hopper flowfactor from 
charts presented by Jenike [2]. The hopper flowfactor is based on a 
stress analysis of arched layers at the outlet of the hopper such that 
the major consolidating stress will not cause a stable arch to form and 
block the hopper outlet. The assumption of a radial stress field at 
the outlet makes a full stress analysis possible. The material flow 
function, FF, and hopper flowfactor, ff, are considered, as in 
Figure 1, and the point of intersection of the two lines is taken as 
the critical design point such that the flow-no flow criterion is 
satisfied.
A problem encountered in applying the Jenike design method is 
relying on charted information which is limited and usually requires 
some interpolation for practical application. In this work the Jenike 
radial stress field is numerically solved on a Univac 1106 computer. 
Several programmes have been written to give various forms of 
information. Equivalent charts to those of Jenike are graphically 
produced by the computer and are presented here for comparison with 
those of Jenike to show the accuracy of the solution on a modern 
computer and as a comparison for the analytical solutions. Tables of 
the relevant parameters are also produced. Use of these tables would 
obviously be more accurate than obtaining values off charts. The bulk 
of output however is rather prohibitive for use as a ready-reckoner.
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An analytical expression for the stress function S(a), would 
also overcome the problem with the charts by allowing the required 
parameters to be calculated directly. Enstad's analytical solution 
for the radial stress field [4], can be extended to provide an 
analytical solution for the stress function SC“) [19,20]. A programme 
has been written which uses this analytical expression to produce 
equivalent charts for comparison with those of Jenike.
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2. Literature Survey
The storage and gravity flow of bulk solids has been the subject 
of research for over one hundred years. The first significant studies 
were made by Janssen [5]. His work and that of others of that period 
was concerned mainly with wall pressure affecting the structural 
design of silos and bins. For an historical background and references 
to this aspect of bin design the reader is directed to references [2, 
6,7].
Ketchum [8] applied the principles used by Janssen, to hopper 
design for free flowing granular materials, but the method did not 
apply to cohesive bulk solids. Little further progress was made in 
the theory for hopper design until Jenike [1] published his major 
work in 1961. In his theory Jenike applied concepts from plasticity 
theory and soil mechanics to the problem of the steady state flow of 
a bulk solid in a converging channel. This and subsequent work by 
Jenike [2,6,27,31], known generally as the Jenike theory, constitutes 
the basis for hopper design today. (Fuller consideration of this 
theory is made in the following chapter.)
In 1966 Walker [9] published a simple theory developed to give the 
approximate stresses within a granular material or powder flowing in 
a hopper. Walker made allowance for the effect of the limited vertical 
shear stress, that can develop near a steep smooth wall, on a potential 
arch span. The approximate nature of Walker’s analysis however, lies 
in the assumption that the vertical stress over any horizontal surface 
is constant. The approach adopted to obtain design data is basically 
similar to that adopted by Jenike [1],
Walker investigated the flow of coal from bins and compared the 
results with his own and also Jenike's theory. The results of this work
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were published in 1967 [10]. He concluded that for steep smooth 
bunkers agreement with his theory was good. The predicted outlet 
sizes for arching were usually smaller than those found in practice. 
Jenike’s theory for predicting the critical arching outlet sizes gave 
larger values than :he sizes found experimentally. Although this 
allows for a desirable safety factor, this safety factor is different 
for different hopper angles and Walker suggested that Jenike's 
theoretical prediction placed the bunkers in the wrong "order of merit".
Wright [11,12] also experimentally checked the validity of the 
Jenike method, in this case for five iron ores in a 10 ton capacity 
variable geometry wedge shaped hopper. He found that free flow would 
take place for both time and instantaneous conditions when the bulk 
solid was in a dynamic state. He also found, as did Walker [10], that 
the Jenike method showed some overdesign but recommended that values 
for wall slope predicted by the Jenike method be used in practice.
Wright found two main limitations with the Jenike method however:
(a) It does not provide a design which can accommodate 
impact filling, especially for conical hoppers, and
(b) It does not provide a design which can be certain of 
eliminating arching at the transition of a bin
with surcharge.
Radford and Fowler [13] proposed making a single tensile 
measurement of the bulk solid to enable the intersection point of the 
yield locus with the zero shear axis to be determined. This would 
enable the yield locus to be extrapolated more accurately for low 
values of compressive stress. Using the Jenike method it is necessary 
to extrapolate the yield locus in this low range as it is difficult 
to obtain experimental data from a shear cell for low values of 
consolidation stress. Radford and Fowler felt that this was
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undesirable as it led to some inaccuracy in determining the flowability 
of bulk solids.
Walters [14] extended his theory for vertically-sided silos [15] 
to converging hoppers with symmetry and improved on Walker?s theory 
by considering a force balance on an elemental frustrum slice rather 
than an elemental slice of a cylinder in the hopper. Also he did not 
assume a uniform stress distribution across a cross section but 
developed an expression for the distribution factor, D, which was not 
equal to unity as assumed by Walker.
A combination of the Janssen [5], Walker [9] and Walters [14] 
theories was suggested by Arnold and Roberts [28] for useful practical 
application. Due to relative importance and usefulness of these 
theories an outline of them is given in the following chapter.
Following the work of Walker and Wright, Clague [16] developed a 
simple empirical relationship using the Jenike method and the Walker 
stress theory to predict an outlet size which will give continuity of 
flow after static filling has taken place. The method can also be used 
to predict the diameter or width of the vertical section at the 
transition so that dynamic stresses will not cause arching. The theory 
therefore deals with both the problems in the Jenike theory pointed out 
by Wright [12]. The method does however predict an outlet size which 
is slightly larger than required. Clague claims that this overdesign 
is not excessive and like the Jenike overdesign it can for practical 
purposes be regarded as a safety factor.
An analytical design method was presented by Stainforth and 
Ashley [17] in 1973 to overcome two practical difficulties in the 
Jenike graphical method:
(a) that of making an accurate estimation of the
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material effective angle of internal friction 6, and 
(b) extrapolating the powder failure function, FF curve to 
obtain a correct intersection with the hopper 
flowfactor line.
The last point is similar to that considered by Radford and Fowler 
[13]. The practical aspect of the method considered in both these cases 
is such that only materials with high flow function (free-flowing 
materials) would be affected. Due to the lack of experimental data in 
the range of low consolidation stress, loci of high flow functions do 
not intersect with lines representing the channel flowfactor, see 
Figure 1. In most practical cases such materials are not encountered.
If linear extrapolation is used a conservative estimate is obtained 
which will still lead to an acceptable design for practical 
application.
In addition to the experimental work of Walker [10] and Wright 
[11,12], Eckhoff and Leversen [18] in 1974 published the results of an 
experimental evaluation of the Jenike design method they had carried 
out. Similar to Walker and Wright, they found that the Jenike method 
overdesigned the critical hopper slope by 8-10°. Eckhoff and Leversen 
also found that the slot width was overdesigned by from 0 to 100%.
This is a wide range and quite different from the reports of Walker 
and Wright. This overdesign could be related to the aeration of the 
powder and the influence of laboratory conditions.
The amount of overdesign also depended on the way in which the 
failure loci were extrapolated into the range of small normal stresses, 
which is the problem indicated by Radford and Fowler [13] and Stainforth 
and Ashley [17]. It should be noted that the material used by Eckhoff 
and Leversen was a fine SiC powder which is a free-flowing material 
compared to the materials used by Walker, fine coal, and Wright,
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various grades of iron ore. Neither Walker nor Wright reported having 
to extrapolate the failure loci. Their use of materials with lower 
flow functions may account for this.
Further analytical work has been carried out by Arnold and 
McLean [19]. Rather than having to rely on the contour charts 
presented by Jenike, an analytical expression for SC“) was developed. 
This was based on the theories of Walters [14] and Clague [16]. An 
analytical expression for S a l l o w s  such parameters as O' and ff 
to be evaluated explicitly.
About the same time Enstad [4] derived an approximate theory for
the stresses at the wall of a wedge hopper under flow conditions. He
too suggested that the standard Jenike method predicts some overdesign. 
Enstad proposed that this is because Jenike did not account for the 
possibility that an arch across the outlet may slide along the wall,
nor for the fact that the arch will have to sustain the weight of the
powder above it in addition to its own weight. Enstad included these 
two factors in his theory which yields simplified, purely analytical 
expressions for the distribution of active and passive stresses in 
the material in the hopper. However some overdesign still exists and 
Enstad suggests that this is due to the straight-line extrapolation 
of the failure function in the region of low stress, a point previously 
discussed. Once again the test material used was find SiC powder, 
as used by Eckhoff and Leversen [18], and a fine polymer powder. Enstad 
presents an alternative apparatus for measuring the powder failure 
properties. Enstad*s theory also provides a means of assessing the 
possibility of the formation of stable arches in the region of the 
transition. The possibility of an arch forming at the transition 
was a problem with Jenike*s design theory pointed out by Wright [12]. 
Enstad compared the "radial factor" he derived with those given by
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Walker [9] and Jenike [1] and found that except at low 6 values and 
large a values his radial factor agreed well with the values given by 
the Jenike theory.
Arnold and McLean [20] improved their analytical stress function 
by extending the work by Enstad. They developed an expression for 
SC“) which gave results that compared more favourably with those of 
Jenike than did their previous expression [19].
Since the publication of the work by Jenike [1] in 1961 there have 
been many works published. Most of these either suggest some 
modification to Jenike’s theory, give analytical approximations for 
simpler application, or offer an experimental evaluation of Jenike’s 
method with suggestions for application to practical cases. The 
standard Jenike method however, is still used in its basic form and 
has been used to design a large number of hoppers all over the world.
Application of Computers to Bin Design
As the major portion of this work was involved with computer 
analysis, it is felt that some indication of the role of computers in 
the design of bins is warranted.
The first application of a computer to the analysis of solid flow 
in channels to be mentioned should perhaps be that of Johanson [3], 
who used a Burroughs 205 digital computer to numerically solve the 
radial stress field equations developed by Jenike [1], The results of 
this work led to the design charts presented by Jenike [1,2].
The Jenike method relies heavily on graphic analysis of 
experimental results to determine the flow properties of the bulk solid 
and the use of hopper flowfactor charts [2]. The method therefore 
does not immediately suggest compatability to a computerized solution. 
Stainforth, Ashley and Morely [21] have, however, developed a programme
to analyse shear test data using the Warren Spring yield locus 
equation [23].
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q + T 
T
Stainforth and Ashley [17] subsequently made further use of 
computers with their programme HOPACALC. This programme used the 
analytical expression for the "strong wall flowfactor" ffs to calculate 
the parameters of the bin in conjunction with the flow properties of 
the bulk solid supplied by their previous programme, POWDAFLO [21].
Similar work was carried out by Bundalli [23]. He also used the 
Warren Spring yield locus equation and a curve-fitting optimisation 
process. However Bundalli relied upon the flowfactor charts of Jenike 
for his values of hopper flowfactor.
Another aspect of bin design has been dealt with on computer 
by Kao, Downey and Pao [24]. They developed a graphical simulation 
programme to display solid flow in storage bins on an IBM 2250 
computer—graphics terminal. The programme is designed to portray non­
flowing or flowing conditions of arching, piping, or the contour of 
funnel flow. This could be used by designers as the data is easily 
changed. The effect on flow patterns by changes in bin geometry or 
inclusion of inserts can therefore be readily observed.
Further application of computers to the design of mass flow bins 
was made by Andersen [25]. He uses an empirical expression
to describe the flow properties of bulk solids. Like Bundalli, 
Andersen relies on the Jenike charts for the hopper flowfactors 
making linear interpolations for values of 5, (J) and which are not 
available. The basic Jenike design method is followed.
Y = Ae + Cx + D
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The charted information made available by Jenike [27] for 
determining the wall loads in the vertical section of a bin has been
extended by Smith [26]. The difficult mathematical calculations were 
carried out on a computer and graphical output similar to that 
presented by Jenike was obtained.
With the continued improvement in computers and further develop­
ments in the theory of bulk solids it is likely that computer design 
of bulk storage bins will become widely accepted. It is anticipated 
that computers will lessen the difficulty of relying on the Jenike 
charts for flowfactor values encountered by previous workers.
MAJOR STRESS
Figure 2 Initial Stress Conditions at Hopper Wall
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3. Theoretical Considerations 
(A) Stresses in a Hopper
Theories of the stresses in hoppers have been derived by several 
workers. Apart from the work by Jenike, the most prominent of these 
are Walker [9], Walters [14] and Enstad [4].
(i) Walker Stress Theory:
In his analysis Walker considers both static and dynamic stress 
conditions in the hopper. For static conditions (filling) he assumes 
that since there is no shear stress on vertical planes, then the 
vertical pressure is equivalent to the hydrostatic pressure due to the 
head of material above it. The expression for the dimensionless mean 
vertical stress then is:
Sz = SZjo + (Z - Z0) (1)
where the vertical surcharge pressure is calculated on the basis of 
static conditions above the transition. From the geometry of the 
Mohr's circle, Figure 2, the wall pressure is given by
Sw = S2 sin2a cos(f)______ (2)
sin(<|)+2a) + sin<j>
and wall shear stress by
Tw = Sw tan<[> (3)
The analysis for the dynamic conditions assumes that the vertical 
stress over a horizontal plane is constant. To represent the variation 
of vertical stress across an elemental slice of the hopper Walker 
introduced a "distribution factor", D, as the ratio of average vertical 
stress to the vertical stress near the wall. Walker used D equal to 
unity, consistent with the assumption of constant vertical stress.
Figure 3 Force balance on elemental slice used in 
the Walker analysis.
Figure 4 Force balance on elemental slice used in 
Walters analysis.
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A force balance of a cylindrical elemental slice was analysed by 
Walker, Figure 3.
A£dz -I AdOz ~ PTvdz
However this did not take into consideration the convergence of the 
hopper.
(ii) Walters' Stress Theory:
Walters also analysed a force balance, but considered an 
elemental slice of a frustrum, Figure 4, thus taking into account the 
shape of the hopper. He also used a "distribution factor", D, but 
did not accept it as equal to unity. An expression for D
D = cos r| (l+sin^6) ± 2(sin26-sin2ri)̂  (4)
cos X] [(l+sin^d) ± 2ysinS]
where + sign refers to static conditions 
- sign refers to dynamic conditions
was derived assuming a linear distribution of the vertical shear stress 
Trz across an elemental slice of the hopper. Walters derived 
expressions for the dimensionless mean vertical surcharge at level Z 
in the hopper,
where
Sz = l-2ztana j l-il-2ztana \K M  + S7 /l-2ztana \K ( . 
2tana(K-l) [ \l-2z0tana/ J ^l-2zotanay  ̂ '
K = (1+m) ED + D
tana ■]
(6 )
which from geometrical relationships leads to the dimensionless normal 
stress at the wall,
Sw = FD__ Sz (7)
tancj)
and the dimensionless shear stress at the wall,
Tw = FD Sz (8)
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The parameters needed to evaluate K, Sz, Sw and Tw are given in 
full in references [14,15,16]. For completeness the necessary 
expressions are restated in Appendix A.
Walter’s Eqs. (5), (7) and (8) are applicable to both dynamic and 
static stress conditions. This analysis has been extended by Clague 
[16] to include plane flow hoppers.
For K = 0, Sz from equation (5) becomes equal to the hydrostatic 
stress assumed by Walker, Equ. (1). Walters comments that it is 
questionable whether negative values of K have any practical value. For 
negative K the vertical stress Sz is greater than the hydrostatic stress 
due to the weight of the fill. Negative values of K occur in static 
conditions when
2a + 2ei > tt (9)
If negative values of K are to be avoided then the hopper cone angle 
2a must be less than (tt - 2ei) which is a severe and impractical 
limitation.
Arnold and Roberts [28] have proposed an integration of sections 
of the Walker [9] and Janssen [5] analyses with those of Walters [14] 
and Clague [16] to provide a simple theory which is viable in practical 
situations. The shortcomings of the theories can therefore be overcome.
For the hopper section this involves using Walters’ analysis,
Eqs. (5), (7) and (8), for dynamic stress conditions. When static 
conditions apply then the Walker theory, Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) should 
be used if the inequality Equ. (9) is true. K is then assumed to be 
zero and D = 1. If Equ. (9) is not true, that is, K is positive, 
then Walters' theory should be applied.
(iii) Enstad Stress Theory:
Enstad [4] derives an analytical expression for the dynamic
Figure 5 Cross section through Hopper with assumed 
Direction of Consolidating Stresses for 
Enstad analysis.
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stress distribution within the hopper, assuming that the material is 
composed of arched layers, each one in dynamic equilibrium. Each 
layer is considered to be limited by eccentric circles with centres 
on the centreline of the hopper cross section as in Figure 5. The 
theory is based on the assumptions illustrated in Figure 5. The 
major principal stress is assumed to be tangential to the circles, 
whereas the minor principal stress is assumed normal to them. The 
angle between the tangent to the circle at the point where it 
intersects the wall is 3 given by
28 = <t> + sin 1 (sin<J)/sin6) (10)
The consolidating stresses are assumed to vary only in direction 
along a layer, not in magnitude. The mean stress is given by
a = lYr + (Or - yYR) /r\X (11)
X-l X-l (R/
Expressions for X and Y are presented by Enstad for both Static and 
dynamic conditions. The theory has since been extended by Arnold 
and McLean [20] to include conical hoppers (axisymmetric flow) and 
the expressions for X and Y generalised for all conditions to
X = 2m sind f sin(28 + op + l\ (12)
1 - sin6  ̂ sina )
and
Y = f2(l-cos(3+oQ)1m (8+oQ 1-111 sina + sinBsin "^(B+oQ (13)
(l-sin6) sin2+m (3+o0 '
where m = 0 for plane flow or wedge hoppers
m = 1 for axisymmetric flow or conical hoppers.
It should be noted that the expressions for the stresses given by 
all three theories approach proportionality to r in the vicinity of 
the vertex. This is in agreement with Jenike's radial stress field.
Figure 6 Coordinate System in Plane Strain and in the 
Meridian Plane of Axial Symmetry.
Figure 7 Mohr Circle for Component Stresses during 
flow.
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(iv) Jenike Stress Theory:
It is appropriate to present here a general outline of the method 
used by Jenike to evaluate consolidation stresses. The reader is 
referred to references [1,2,30] for full details of this analysis.
The concepts of soil mechanics and plasticity are adapted by 
Jenike and a state of steady flow is assumed for the analysis.
(a) The Coordinate System
Jenike combines two systems of coordinates to handle problems 
of axial symmetry and plane strain with one set of equations. The 
coefficient m is introduced to distinguish between the two systems.
m = 0 in plane strain
m = 1 in axial symmetry.
The plane-cartesian/polar cylindrical system x, y, c and the polar/ 
spherical system r, 0, c are shown in Figure 6 along with the positive 
directions of the stresses. Jenike notes that the circumferential 
coordinate c appears only in the problems of axial symmetry and 
because of this symmetry all the derivatives with respect to c are 
zero. Compressive stresses are assumed positive. The angle between 
the major pressure a, direction and x axis is given by 0), which is 
also the sum of the angle between the directions a, and ray r and 
the angle between ray r and the x axis such that
0) = ip +  0
(b) Stresses and Density During Flow
The relationship for the mean pressure used were
O = Pi + Ol = ax + Oy = Or + P0 (14)
2 2 2
From a Mohr circle analysis, Figure 7, the component stresses expressed 
in plane-cartesian/polar-cylindrical coordinates are
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ox - o( 1 + sinôcos2u)) (15)
Oy = a( 1 - sinôcos2o)) (16)
TXy = a sinôsin2ü) (17)
while in polar/spherical coordinates the equations are:
ar = a(l + sinôcos2i[0 (18)
qq = a(l - sinScos2\[<) (19)
arQ = G sinôsin2ijj (20)
The principal stresses are:
Gi = 0(1 + sinô) (21)
Oz = a(l - sinô) (22)
The principles of isotropy and plastic potential enforce the 
Haar and Von Karman hypothesis in axial symmetry for the yield 
function adopted by Jenike and Shield [29]. The Haar and Von Karman 
hypothesis states that in axial symmetry the circumferential stress is 
equal to either the major or the minor stress of the meridian plane. 
Thus,
Oc = CJ(1 + k sinô) (23)
where k = +1 converging flow
k = -1 diverging flow.
Jenike shows that the bulk density during flow is of the form
p = p(a) (24)
and is found experimentally to be well represented by the equation
p = po ( 1 + cr)b (25)
where po and exponent b are constant under conditions of flow. This 
equation leads to awkward mathematical expressions and Jenike suggests 
that it can, where necessary be replaced by
Figure 8 Equilibrium of an element in polar 
coordinates in Plane Flow.
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P = Poüb (26)
(c) Equations of Motion
Considering the equilibrium of an element in r, 0, c coordinates, 
as in Figure 8, Jenike derives the following equations of static 
equilibrium for both plane flow and axisymmetric converging channels
3qr + _1 ¿IrQ.+ JJ (^r“a0 )+m(Pr_aa)+mTr0cotÖ]+ ycos0 = 0 (27)
3r r 30 r
3xr0 + _1 3ae + JLrm(aQ-aa)cot0 +(2-hn)Tr0~]- ysin0 = 0 (28)
3r r 30 r ^
(d) Variation of Mean Stress
The variation of the mean stress is assumed to be of the form
a = r y(r,0) s(r,0) (29)
abbreviated to
o = rys (30)
The derivatives of O with respect to r and 0 are
3a = ys + ry 3_s + rs (31)
3̂- 3r 3f
3a = ry 3^ + rs (32)
30 30 30
Using Eqs. (18), (19) and (20) the derivatives of the component 
stresses are
3qr = 3ar 3a + 3ar 3i|̂
3r 3a 3r 3i|j 3r
= (l+sin6cos2̂ ) (ys+ry 3s+ rs 3y) - 2asin6sin2ijj dip (33)
3r 3f 3r
and similarly
3a0 = (l-sin6cos2ip) (ry 3s+rs 3y) + 2asin6sin2i|J _3î (34)
30 30 30 30
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3ir0 - sin6sin24j(Ys+rY 3s+rs By ) + 2asin6cos2i[> ^  (35)
3r 3r B^ 3r
0TrQ = sin6sin2ij;(rY Bs+rs By ) + 2crsin6cos2^ 3y  (36)
30 30 30 30
6 is assumed constant.
The equations of equilibrium, Eqs. (27) and (28) can be reduced 
to the following by the substitution of the above derivatives Eqs. (33), 
(34), (35) and (36). Therefore
3s + Sf(r,0) + g(r,0) = 0 (37)
30
r 3^ + sh(r,0) + j(r,0) = 0 (38)
3r
Details of the algebraic manipulation for this reduction are given 
by McLean [30] p.86.
Towards the outlet of the hopper the stress field approaches a 
radial stress field where the stress along a given ray is proportional 
to the distance from the vertex. The assumption of a radial stress 
field implies ip = ip(0)
that is, = d^
30 d0
3ijj = 0 
3r
The bulk solid is assumed incompressible, therefore
Y = constant
and _3̂f = 3y = 0
30 3r
These assumptions simplify the coefficients in equations (37) and 
(38) to
3s + sf(0) + g(0) = 0 (39)
30
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r 8^ + sh(0) + j(0) = 0 (40)
9r
Jenike solved these two equations for s and showed that the only 
solution which is physically acceptable is
s = -i(0! (41)
h(0)
that is 8^ = 0
8r
The equation for the mean stress, Equ. (29) reduces to
a = ry s(0) (42)
The two partial differential equations (39) and (40) transform 
into total differential equations
ds + sf(0) + g(0) = 0 (43)
d0
sh(0) + j(0) = 0  (44)
where f(0) = 2fdi|H-ij sin6 sin2ifj 4- msind [1 + sind] x[d0 J cos2d cos26
[sin2ij> - cot0(l+cos2i^) ] (45)
g(0) = -sinQ - sind sin(0+2ifO (46)
cos2d cos26
h(0) = 1 + 2(di{H-l)sind (cos2\Jj-sind)-hn sind (1+sind) x 
d0 cos2d cos2d
(cot0sin2i|H-cos2^-l) (47)
and j (0) = -sind cos(0+2iJj) + cos0 (48)
*cos2d cos2d
Solving Eqs. (43) and (44) for the two derivatives dip and dŝ  gives
d0 d0
dl = F(0,iM) =
d0
= -1 -[m s sind (l+sind) (cot0sin2i|H-cos2ip- 1) + cos© + 
-sindcos(0-H2ip) + s cos2d]/2 s sind(cos2i[i-sind) (49)
General Boundary Conditions
Figure 9 Boundary conditions for Symmetric Channels.
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and cis = F(0 ,\p,s) =
d0 (50)
= s sin2ip + sin(0+2ijO + m s sind [cot0(l+cos2i|Q -sin2i[il
cos2\p - sinô
These two simultaneous total differential equations are solved 
numerically for a given set of boundary conditions to give ip(Q) and s(0) 
The mean stress G can then be calculated from Equ. (42).
(e) Boundary Conditions
It is evident from Equ. (42) that a radial stress field cannot 
extend up through the hopper to a traction-free top boundary. The 
stress field in the upper part of a bin or hopper deviates from a 
radial stress field since, in gravity flow, the top boundary is 
traction-free. Eqs. (49) and (50) are solved for the boundary 
conditions along the single ray 0 = 0 ° .
For a physically converging channel boundary conditions are 
determined by the slopes of the walles Oli and 012 and by the angle of 
wall friction (j>i and (f)2 , where the walls are considered to be 
continuous to the vertex, Figure 9. For symmetric channels the 
boundary conditions on \p become,
ip = tt/2 for 0 = 0° (51)
and = ip' = ^(n+sin 1 sin(j) + <f>) . (52)
sinô
for 0 = a
Considering the boundary conditions at the centreline 0 = 0 ° ,
ip = tt/2 and s(0) (s denoted as s(0) at centreline), Johanson [3]
evaluates the limits of the functions dij; and ds for these conditions
d0 d0
and shows them to be given by
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ds = 0 (53)
d 0  ip=TT/:>
0=0
s=s(0)
and d^ = (1-?) f  1+sin +s(0)cos26 - A  -m (54)
d0 {¡j= tt/2 \̂ 2s (0)sin6(l+sin6) J  2
0=0 
s=s())
These expressions are used in solving for S(a = 0) for the boundary 
conditions given by Equ. (51).
Jenike stated that a solution ip = ip(0) cannot cross a line
cos2i|j - sin6 = 0 (55)
Further, the inverse function 0 = O(^) reaches an extremum and 
backtracks into the same physical region. It can be shown, see 
Appendix B, that for this condition <() = 6.
In gravity flow, the slopes of the walls in the neighbourhood
of the vertex seem to satisfy the condition lim j > 0 from Equ. (41).
r-H)
The horizontal stress component of the stress vector acting on the 
solid from a wall is given by,
ah = tfOtosO + TrQ sin0 (56)
which on substitution of Eqs. (19) and (20) yields
Oft = G(l-sin6cos2ip) cos0 + asin6sin2^sin0 (57)
The inequality > 0 yields
tana < 1 - sin6cos2\J^ (58)
- sin6cos2i|^
which is identical with the condition lim j > 0.
It is generally held that inequality (58) is satisfied. This
agrees with the result for lim h < 0, lim j > 0. A bounded solution
r-K) r~K)
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lim s(r,0) = lim «.j (0) is obtained for all top boundary values 
rK) r-K) h(0)
s(r0,0)
Substituting for from Equ. (52) into (58) yields 
tana < cot<j) < tan(7r/2-(}>)
hence a < tt/2 - (J> (59)
This bound for a applies only in plane flow. In axial symmetry, 
the acceptable solutions of the radial stress fields occur within 
regions of (0,40 which are more restricted than the bounds j = 0, 
cos2 4* - sinô = 0.
The mass flow/funnel flow limit given by Jenike [1] for conical
hoppers can be expressed as
0 < tt/2 - ^ cos 1|"1-sinôl - £ 2 (60)
[.2sin<S J
where £2 from Walters' analysis is given by 
2 £ 2 = tt/2 + 4> - cos ŝincfrl
[sinô j
= <j> + sin *fsin({) I 
IsinôJ
(61)
In the plane flow case Jenike [2] adopts recommended design lines 
in order to decide on the hopper slope angle. Arnold and McLean [37] 
have developed the following empirical equation which adequately
represents these design lines.
(6— 3 0)/10a « e3•75 ( 1 •0 1 ) - A
0.725 (tan<5)l/5
(62)
for (j) < 6 - 3° where 6 and 4) are in degrees (see Figures
A solution of the stress field proposed by Jenike is possible 
because:
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(a) the stress field can be determined independently
of the velocity field as the stress and equilibrium 
equations do not contain velocity terms. The 
problem is thus reduced to the solution of two 
first order differential equations.
(b) The boundary conditions on the radial stress field 
are determined only by the slope and the frictional 
conditions of the walls near the vertex. The 
determination of the radial stress field requires 
the solution of two ordinary differential equations.
(B) Parameters Used for Mass Flow Hopper Design
It is of practical interest to extend the theory in order 
that such parameters as the total vertical force Q, the normal and 
shear stresses at the hopper wall, o' and t', and the hopper critical 
flowfactor, ff, can be calculated. Each of these parameters is 
considered in detail in the following sections.
(i) Flowfactor:
The flowfactor of a converging channel is defined by Jenike [1,2] 
as
ff = Oi/Oi (63)
The main potential obstruction to flow is assumed to be the formation 
of stable cohesive arches. Jenike bases his design method on the 
following flow-no flow criterion. A stable arch will fail if the major 
principal stress in the arch (7i is greater than the unconfined yield 
stress of the solid fc and flow will take place, that is
oi > fc (64)
The critical hopper width is therefore found when
1-0
F M
0-8
0-6
0-4
0-2
O
XlAl rjyM M g r g y
10 20 30 4 0  50 6 0
Figure 10 Function F(a) (from Jenike and Leser).
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Oi = fc (65)
The critical flowfactor, Equ. (63) then becomes
ff = Gj_ (66)
fc
Jenike [1] initially considered an arch of unit vertical thickness 
in analysing the stresses in an arch which led to the relationship
£l “ 1 (67)
yB 1 + m
Jenike and Leser [31] in later work presented an arch analysis which 
included the variation of the thickness of the arch. This analysis 
produced the function F(a) such that
Oĵ = F(a) (68)
yB
Jenike and leser computed the function and presented the results in 
graphical form, Figure 10. Arnold and McLean [20] presented an 
empirical expression
F(a) 6 65130 + a 200200 + ay -m (69)
which adequately represents the function F(a). This can be written 
as a simpler, yet just as adequate, expression
H(a) * 1 = (1+m) + (.5+m) x .01 x a (70)
F(a)
where a is expressed in degrees.
From the geometry of the hopper, Figure 4, the span B of the hopper 
is
B = 2r sina (71)
Substituting this relationship into Equ. (68), ai becomes
ai = 2yr sina F(a) (72)
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The major consolidating stress as expressed in Equ. (21) is
oi = a(l+sin6) (21)
Jenike’s expression for the radial stress field mean stress Equ. (42) 
substituted with Eqs. (72) and (21) into Equ. (63) gives an 
expression for the flowfactor
ff = (l+sind) S(a) (73)
2 sina F(a)
Jenike [2] presented the solution of this function in graphical 
form once a solution for S(a) was obtained.
(ii) Pressure on the Wall:
The pressure o' of a material flowing in a converging channel 
exerted on the wall of the channel can be calculated from Equ. (19) 
where o' = <jq at the wall. With Equ. (71) expressed as
r = B 
2 sina
and substituted into the above expression along with Equ. (42) the 
normal stress at the wall is
o' = yB S(a) (l-sin6cos2ifQ (74)
2 sina
or in dimensionless form as
o' = S(a) (l-sin6cos2iĵ ) (75)
yB 2 sina
The wall shear stress is related to the wall normal stress by,
t' = o' tancf) (76)
The dimensionless shear stress on the wall caused by the flowing 
material can be shown to be
Xl = s(°0 sin6sin2i|^ (7 7 )
YB 2 sina
Figure 11 Equilibrium of an element of bulk solid 
in a Hopper.
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(iii) Resultant Vertical Force, Q:
By integrating the vertical pressure
Gx = yrs(0)[l + sin6cos2(i[H-0) ] (78)
over a horizontal cross-section of a channel, Jenike derived the 
resultant vertical force Q. He obtained the expression
0 m T l-m ß  m,Q = 2tt L f öx y dy
for the total force, which led to
(79)
_ T l-m _2-hnQ = q Y L B
a
where q = 27Tm cota Z+mf S(0) tanm0 [1 + sinôcos2(0-HJ;) ]d0 (80)
2 ° cos 3 0
Once again Jenike presents the results of the numerical solution of this 
expression for q in chart form.
This is quite an awkward expression to solve. Arnold and 
McLean [32] presented an alternative expression for the non-dimensional 
surcharge factor, q. A vertical force balance was considered on an 
element in a hopper as shown in Figure 11. For the equilibrium of the 
bulk solid the vertical component of the wall support must equal the 
sum of the net resultant vertical force and the weight of the bulk 
solid contained. The wall support during flow is evaluated assuming a 
radial stress field.
The vertical component of the wall support developed over the 
wall of length dzv/cosa at height zv i is
dV = <y_ 2zvi tana(tana+tan(J))P dzv 
YB
(81)
since t ' = C7̂ tan({) Equ. (76).
In general terms the perimeter of the channel is given by
P = 2irm L 1_m Z™itanma (82)
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The total vertical component of the wall support is now found by 
integrating Equ. (81) between Zv * Zvo and Zv = Zvi giving
V s* (tana+tan^ïï111 L 1 m [Wm+2-Bm+2 
2m+1tana(m+2)
(83)
The generalised expression for both plane flow and axisymmetric flow 
of the weight of the contained material is given by
YVol. - A l 1̂  [ W ^ - B 11* 2 (84)
Eqs. (83) and (84) lead to the expression
Q-Qo = qYL1*1“ Wnri"2-qYL1"m BIlri"2 (85)
for the net vertical resultant force. The non-dimensional surcharge 
factor q is defined here as
This expression for the non-dimensional surcharge factor is much simpler 
to use, especially in programme execution.
The Enstad expression for the mean pressure, Equ.(11), reduces 
to
as r becomes small towards the hopper outlet. Considering Jenike's 
equation of mean stress a, Equ. (42)
o' = yrS(a)
combined with Equ. (87) the stress function S(a) can be expressed as 
S(a) = Y
q (86)
(iv) Extension of Enstad Theory:
O = yYr = o' (since O is constant along the (87)
X-l
circular paths assumed)
X-l
(88)
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Analytical expressions for the design parameters can now be
obtained by substitution of Equ. (88) for the stress function S(a)
in Eqs. (73), (75) and (77). The analytical expression for the
dimensionless surcharge factor q, is obtained by substitution of the
analytical expression for the non-dimensional normal wall stress
o', into Equ. (86).
YB
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4• Numerical Solution of the Jenike Radial Stress Field
(A) Introduction
One of the problems encountered in using the Jenike bin design 
method, is having to rely on charted information. A further problem 
is that the charts are restricted and require some interpolation and 
guesswork to obtain most information required for practical 
application. A solution using the Jenike theory, of the function 
S(0) would make it possible to produce more charted information thereby 
reducing the error incurred using the present information. A more 
significant achievement would be to obtain specific values of any 
required parameter, particularly S(ot) and flowfactor ff, for any given 
set of variables m,6,a,0.
(B) Outline of Programmes
Computer programmes are presented here which numerically solve 
the differential equations for the stress function and plot the results 
on charts and which also calculate specific values of the parameters 
S(a) and ff for specified conditions.
The programme PA.MAIN solves the radial stress field for a 
given 6 with a, 0-* bound and ({>, 0-*- bound. Two modes of output are used. 
The data is stored in catalogued data output files, such as PF30. and 
AXF40. where PF indicates plane flow and AXF axisymmetric flow and the 
number indicates the value of 6. Files for values of 6 = 30° to 70° in 
steps of 5° for both plane flow and axisymmetric flow have been created. 
Hard copies of the parameters S(0), S(a), ff, o'/yB, T^/yB and q are 
also produced in tabulated form.
Plots of the parameter contours are obtained by adding the required 
data file, that is selected m and 6 value, to the required plotting 
programme. The plotting programmes are; PLOT.SOO for S(0),
PLOT.SAO for S(a), PLOT.FFO for ff, PLOT.NSO for o'/yB, PLOT SHR for
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T^/yB and PLOT.QO for q. These programmes are terminal interactive.
Any contour value and any number of contours may be requested to be 
plotted.
A modification of the programme PA.MAIN led to a programme FF.M 
which calculates the parameters S(a) and ff for any required value of 
m,6,a,4>. The programme solves the Jenike radial stress field in the 
same manner as PA.MAIN. Values predicted validate the values presented 
by Jenike.
As has been expressed by several workers, an analytical solution 
of the radial stress function, S(ot), would be very advantageous. The 
theory of Enstad [4] has been extended by Arnold and McLean [20] to give 
an analytical expression for S(a). Another programme, NSTAD.SA, has 
been developed which uses this analytical expression and the subsequent 
contours plotted for comparison with the charts of the Jenike contours. 
No separate plotting programme was required in this case as the 
analytical expression is much easier to solve and a plotting segment 
can be incorporated with the calculation segment of the programme 
without causing long execution times on the computer. The programme 
is once again interactive to allow flexibility in choice of contours.
The programmes were written in Fortran V and run on the 
University of Wollongong1s Univac 1106 computer. The graphical work 
was carried out on a Tektronix 4010-1 visual display terminal coupled 
with a Tektronix 4923 digital cartridge tape recorder and a Tektronix 
interactive digital plotter.
(C) Numerical Computational Methods
The differential equations for the radial stress field used by 
Jenike [1], Eqs. (49) and (50), were solved using the DEPC3 routine 
developed by the Academic Computing Centre of the University of 
Wisconsin [33].
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There are several numerical methods available for solving 
simultaneous first order differential equations, such as those derived 
by Jenike for the radial stress. The DEPC routine uses a combination 
of the classical fourth order Runge-Kutta method [34] and Hamming's 
predictor-corrector method [35].
Runge-Kutta methods are self-starting and are particularly 
appropriate when memory requirements are to be minimised. This process 
is also inherently stable and is such that a change in step size is 
easily effected at any stage of forward progress. The values being 
calculated vary considerably. It is therefore necessary to vary the 
step size to minimise the number of calculations while keeping the 
error due to step size to a minimum.
The principal disadvantage is that each forward step entails 
several evaluations of the derivative expression of the differential 
equation and is therefore not as efficient as a predictor—corrector 
method. Another of the drawbacks of the Runge-Kutta method is the 
lack of a simple means of estimating the error. Without some measure 
of the truncation error, it is difficult to choose the proper step size.
The combination of Runge-Kutta and predictor-corrector methods 
is a common practice. Predictor-corrector methods are not self­
starting and a change in step size requires a temporary reversion to a 
self-starting method. However the predictor-corrector methods 
substitute information about prior points for repeated evaluation of 
the function and are therefore more efficient. A good estimate of the 
truncation error follows naturally from the computation allowing 
proper choice of step size.
The sequence used by the DEPC3 routine is to use the fourth-order 
Runge-Kutta method to approximate the first four values. After these
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aPproximations have been computed, DEPC3 uses Hamming*s predictor- 
corrector method. This method is used until the final step is reached. 
The final step is divided into four equal substeps. The computations 
for the first three substeps are done using the Runge-Kutta method. 
Hamming's method is used on the final substep.
As the computation proceeds the step size may need to be changed 
depending on the size of the estimated local truncation error. The 
algorithm for step size control used by DEPC appears in reference [36]. 
Except for the final step only two types of step size changes are 
permitted, step size doubling and division of the step size by a 
power of two (by repeatedly halving the step size until the user 
specified estimated local truncation error criterion is satisfied).
The DEPC3 routine allows for user specification of the estimated 
relative local truncation error. For this work a value of 10~5 was 
specified.
(D) Programme PA.MAIN
(i) Numerical Iteration Procedure:
Numerical methods for determining \jj(0) and S(0) require the 
initial values ty(0) and S(0). Initially only the value of ip(0) is 
known. The method of solution therefore involves an iterative 
procedure to converge on the correct value of S(0) such that the two 
boundary conditions for ip(0) and ifj(a) are satisfied.
The analytical expression for S(a), Equ. (88), was used as an 
approximate starting value for S(0). The DEPC3 numerical routine was 
called for the solution of Eqs. (49) and (50). The newly calculated 
î (a) is compared with the boundary value. If the new value of \p(0L) 
did not lie within the set tolerance range the procedure was repeated 
using an updated value of S(0). This iteration was continued until 
the boundary value for ip(ci) was reached. The function was then considered
Figure 12 Newton’s method used to update S(0) 
starting value.
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solved for S(a) and the remaining design parameters were calculated 
from Eqs. (73), (75), (76) and (86). This data was then stored in the 
catalogued data output file and also printed out in tabular form. In 
determining the flowfactor, ff, the simplified expression for the 
function F(a), Equ. (70), was used as a good approximation.
The criterion for having determined the correct value of S(a) 
was when the corresponding calculated value of ip(a) satisfied the wall 
boundary conditions for ip(oi). Some consideration must be given to 
calculation time as well as accuracy. A tolerance on ip(°0 of ±.001 
of a radian was found to give sufficient accuracy with minimum 
computation time.
The updated values of S(0) were found using a Newton iteration 
technique.
S2 = Si - ip(S) (See Figure 12)
iT(s)
To initialise this iteration a second set of data for S(0) and 
ip(a.) must be calculated. A small increase was added to the initial 
S(0) starting value to provide the extra data to start the Newton 
iteration. The same procedure was followed in cases where the gradient 
ip̂ (S) became zero. The rate of convergence was increased by employing 
this iteration technique to update the S(0) starting value.
(ii) General Calculation Procedure:
The general procedure of calculation was to apply the numerical 
iteration technique to each point along a row of (p in incremental 
steps of a = 1° until the bound value of a was reached. The matrix 
was then filled row by row in incremental steps of <J> = 1° until the 
boundary condition for 4> was reached.
In the analytical expression Equ. (88) used as the starting value 
for S(0) the expression for X, Equ. (12), becomes indeterminant for
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values of a = 0°. To overcome this problem the value a = .001° was 
substituted for a = 0°. The computer was then able to calculate a 
starting value of S(0) at a = 0°.
The following starting value method was used and found to be more 
efficient than using the analytical S(ot), Equ. (88), value for every 
point. The analytical expression for S(ot) gives values close to the 
Jenike S(0) values only at points in the region a = 0° -* 1°. 
Consequently the use of the analytical S(ot) value as an efficient 
starting value was restricted to this region.
The values at the point, a = 0°, <j) = 0°, were calculated as 
described for all points where ot = 0°. The values at the next point 
(1 ,0°) were calculated using the analytical expression for S(a) as 
the starting value of S(0). Each of the following points in this row,
<P ~  0°, were calculated using the final S(0) value of the preceding 
point as the starting value for S(0).
The next row, <{> = 1°, was calculated by the same method. All 
subsequent rows, however, did not use the analytical expression for S(a) 
as the starting value for S(0) at a = 1°. It was found more efficient 
to use the final calculated S(0) value from the a = 1° point on the 
previous row as the S(0) starting value. The starting value of S(0) for 
the following points of each row was obtained by the same method as for 
the first row.
Programme PA.MAIN is presented in Appendix C along with programme 
flow charts, Figure C-l, examples of the hard copy tabular output,
Table C-l, and the design parameter charts produced, Figures C-2 to
C-109.
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(iii) Difficulties Experience with the Numerical and Computational 
Procedures:
(a) Choice of Starting Value
It was important to obtain a starting value as close as possible 
to the actual value in order that the iteration would not diverge and 
also to minimise computation time. The effect of the choice of a 
starting value was investigated and a programme was written to 
graphically display the variation of S(0) and ip(6) across a section 
of the hopper at any chosen value, of m,6,a and cf), see Appendix D.
The values of S(a) obtained from the analytical expression, Equ. (88) 
for a =1°, are very close to S(0) values in the Jenike plots,
(compare Figures F-2, F-6, F-10 and F-14 with equivalent Jenike S(0) 
charts or equivalent charts in Appendix C) and thus could reasonably 
be used as starting points in the manner described.
(b) Iteration Instability
In the regions of large <J) and small a, large oscillations leading 
in some cases to rapid divergence of the iteration were found to occur. 
This oscillation was prevented by using the value of S(0) from the 
equivalent point on the previous row, (a, (J)-l°), as a starting value 
if the value of S(0) (ot,(j)) ever became negative. This method worked 
so well as a time minimiser that the principle was adopted for all 
points where a = 1° to start each row, as previously described.
(c) Numerical Instability
As expected from the discussion on boundary conditions, 
difficulties were encountered in the case of plane flow at <J) = 6. 
Johanson [3] overcame this difficulty in his numerical solution of the 
radial stress field by solving the functions
AO
dQ = __________________ cos2i¡J - sin6______________________
ds s sin2ifj + sin(0+2ip) + m s sin6[cot0(l+cos240 - sin2i|̂ ]
(89)
and dhj; = -1  -[m  s s in 6 (l+ s in < 5 ) (cotO sin2ilH -cos2ip-l) +  cosO +
ds
- sinScos(0+2^) + sco^6]/2s sin<5[s sin2^ + sin(0+2ip) +
+ m s sin6 [cot0(l+cos2î ) - sin2i|;] ] (90)
for 0(s) and ip(s) in the neighbourhood of cos2i¡) - sin6 = 0, as Eqs. (49) 
and (50) become indeterminant. With the high accuracy of the 
computer being used no influence of this boundary condition was 
observed up to within one degree of <fi = 6. The region where <fi = 6 is 
outside the area of general practical interest for the design of mass 
flow hoppers. As the method used by Johanson involves complicated 
numerical procedures, the exact solution of S(a) and tK°0 for (j) = 6 
is therefore not warranted. For (J) = 6 the functions S(0) and ^(0) 
were computed using (p = 6 - 0.1°. This gave in most cases a determinable 
answer very close to the actual value. In a few cases, however, the 
iteration was still unstable and gave erroneous results. These 
results were deleted from the catalogued output data file and linearly 
interpolated values were substituted.
(E) Plotting Programmes for PA.MAIN, PLOT.
The output data from programme PA.MAIN is stored in catalogued 
data output files for later use with the plotting programmes. It was 
necessary to employ catalogued data output files as the main programme 
took between 8 and 40 minutes, depending on the values of 6 and m, to 
execute. In contrast, approximately one minute computing time is 
required to add the data file to the plotting programme and plot the 
required graph.
The plotting programmes, see Appendix E, were written from a 
Univac Fortran V version of the CERN GD3 plotting packages in CDC Fortran.
Figure 13 Typical relationship of Bound to integer
matrix points in axisymmetric flow matrix.
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The plotting package posed only one major difficulty in 
application to the Jenike plots. For axisymmetric flow the mass flow/ 
funnel flow boundary is not consistent with the unit degree steps of 
a and cf>, see Figure 13. The plotting package operates on a rectangular 
matrix only and it was not possible to specify a triangular matrix 
such as exists for the axisymmetric charts. In plotting the contours 
all four points at the corner of a square are evaluated to determine 
where the required contour lies in that incremental region, see 
Figure 13.
All these regions along the boundary are divided by the boundary 
line such that at least one of the four corners has no calculated 
value and automatically equals zero. The plotting package will 
therefore in some cases cause contours to be drawn in these regions 
which are so affected by the zero values in the funnel flow region 
that the contours must be neglected. The problem then is purely 
cosmetic.
Methods to substitute various dummy values into points on the 
funnel flow side of the boundary to suppress these contours onto the 
boundary were attempted with minor success.
The only region affected by this problem is the region within one 
degree of the mass flow/funnel flow boundary on the axisymmetric flow 
charts. Jenike recommends designing 3°-5° in from the boundary to 
allow for variations and experimental error in determining (}). If 
this suggestion is followed then no adverse effect will result by 
using values obtained from the charts presented. The values given in 
the tabulated form are not affected as this is purely a plotting 
difficulty.
This problem does not occur in the plane flow case as the
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boundary line coincides with the unit integer steps of a and <j>. It is 
therefore possible to use dummy values in the funnel flow side of the 
boundary which will suppress any erroneous contours onto the boundary.
The programme PLOT.FFO contains a segment to include the Jenike 
recommended design line on all the ff graphs. The design line is 
obtained from Equ. (62).
(F) Enstad Programme, NSTAD.SA.
The NSTAD.SA programme, Appendix F, uses the analytical 
expression for S(a), Equ. (88), and the same expressions for ff, 
o /yB and q as in the PA.MAIN programme. Since the expression for S(a) 
is purely analytical the execution time is much faster. The time to 
calculate and plot a graph for this programme is approximately one 
minute as compared to a maximum 40 minutes for the Jenike solution.
The plotting section is merely an adaption of the plotting 
programmes PLOT. for inclusion with the calculating section of the 
programme. Because of the speed of this programme it was not 
necessary to create catalogued data output files. The plots are drawn 
immediately from a temporarily assigned data file.
The boundary conditions imposed on the solution of the Jenike 
radial stress field do not apply in this case as the solution is purely 
analytical. To avoid the plotting problems encountered at the 
axisymmetric flow mass flow/funnel flow boundary, previously mentioned, 
the solutions of the stress function have been plotted into the funnel- 
flow region. The Jenike bounds have also been drawn in for convenience
(G) Specific Flowfactor Value Programme, FF.M
The programme FF .M used to calculate S(ot) and ff for specified 
values of m,6,a and (p, (Appendix G) is an adaption of the main 
programme, PA.MAIN. The calculation of S(0) begins at a = 1° and the
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specified value of <j). The complete row, (J), is calculated up to the 
specified value of a using the starting value method as for the first 
row, (j) = 0°, in programme PA.MAIN. The caculated values of S(a) and 
ff are displayed on the terminal within a few seconds.
Appendix G contains sample runs of this programme with results 
which may be compared to the charted information from both Jenike 
(Appendix G) and Enstad (Appendix F) and the tabulated output from 
PA.MAIN (Table C-l).
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5. Conclusions and Further Work 
(A) Conclusions
The solution of the Jenike radial stress field on a modern 
computer has shown that the initial solution by Jenike was accurate. 
(Compare Figures C-2 to C-D9 with the equivalent charts by Jenike [1] 
and [2].) Attempts were made to compute values for the Jenike stress 
function beyond the bounds suggested by Jenike. No solution was found 
which verifies the equations used for the bounds.
The validity of the alternative expression for the non­
dimensional surcharge factor, q, developed by Arnold and McLean [32] 
can be seen by comparing Figures C-92 to C-109 with equivalent charts by 
Jenike [2], Similarly, it should be pointed out that the expression 
for the design line in plane flow, Equ. (62), adequately represents the 
design line adopted by Jenike. The relevant charts are Figures C-̂ 47 to 
C-55.
The values of S(a) and ff obtained by using programme FF.M 
correspond to the equivalent values given by the Jenike charts, 
see Appendix G, Sample Runs. The stress function S(a) and flowfactor 
ff can now be obtained at any particular combination of m,6,cj) and a 
within the bounded mass flow region.
The difference between the results based on the Enstad stress 
theory and equivalent results based on the Jenike theory, was found to 
vary in accordance with the findings of Enstad. He reported that for 
the plane flow case there is a good correspondence as long as a is not 
too large. For low 6, particularly below 6 = 40°, there is a 
significantly increasing discrepancy with increasing hopper inclination, 
In the extreme case this discrepancy lies within 30% provided a is 
within the mass-flow boundary. The values predicted by the analytical 
expression are slightly higher, and therefore more conservative, than
I
c co
h—o
f i
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RLPHfl - DEGREES 
flXISTMMETRIC FLOW
Figure 14 Comparison of ff from Jenike and Analytical
predictions (ff values taken 1° from the mass flow/ 
funnel flow boundary).
0. 10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60
RLPHfl - DEGREES
PLANE FLOW
I
Figure 15 Comparison of ff from Jenike and Analytical
predictions (ff values taken on Jenike recommended 
design line).
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In the axisymmetric case the variation follows the same trend 
except that for the high values of 6, the analytical predictions are 
slightly lower than Jenikefs. The analytical predictions are generally 
closer to the Jenike predictions in the axisymmetric case than in the 
plane flow case.
A clearer comparison of the two sets of results is shown in 
Figures 14 and 15. The values of ff for these graphs were taken 1° 
from the mass flow/funnel flow boundary in the axisymmetric case and 
on the design line as shown on the Jenike ff charts in the plane flow 
case. As these conditions correspond closely to Jenikefs recommendations 
for chosing the flowfactor for design purposes, these graphs can be 
used for determining the required flowfactor in place of the present 
flowfactor charts.
(B) Further Work
Several workers have made separate steps in computerising the 
design of a mass flow hopper. The present project combined with the 
work by Andersen [25] will now make it possible to develop a general 
bin design programme for a specific installation. The present work 
could also easily be extended to include the effect of compressibility, 
that is b f 0. This extension could also be included in a general bin 
design programme.
The advantages of an analytical expression for various design 
parameters have become apparent throughout this work. The analytical 
expressions based on the work of Enstad agree very closely with the 
Jenike radial stress field solutions. It would thus seem that a small 
empirical modification to the analytical expression could be made to 
yield an analytical expression which will be more consistent with the
those by Jenike.
Jenike solution.
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The function F(a), Equ. (68), was solved by Jenike and Leser [31] 
and the results presented in graph form. For the programme used in this 
work on empirical expression which closely represents this function has 
been used. It would be convenient for more accurate determination of 
the flowfactor to have a solution of this function for inclusion in 
future computer programmes in place of the empirical expression.
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Figure A-l Static and Dynamic Stress Conditions at Hopper Wall.
Appendix A
Parameters Used in the Walters Analysis
2e = it + (J) ± cos 1 (sin(j)/sin6)
2
2e + 2a = tt + r) ± cos 1 (sinr)/sinS)
2
where + sign refers to static conditions 
- sign refers to dynamic conditions
E = sindsin (2e+2q)____
1 - sindcos(2e+ 2a)
F = sindsin2e_________
1 - sindcos(2e+2a)
= E sin2e 
sin(2e+2a)
The value of y in Equ. (4) is given by,
m i i  i
y - r_2_ [1 - (l-c)3/2n • [*s[(l-c)'s + c"^ sin_1c^1.3c
where c = (tann/tan6)2
(A-l)
(A-2)
(A-3)
(A-4)
l-m
] ] (A-
(A-6)
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Appendix B
Derivation of Stress Field Bound in Terms of Wall Friction Angle, (j) 
From boundary condition Equ. (52)
2lp — 7T -h -h sin-1 sin*}) 7 
sind J
and also from Equ. (55) the limiting condition is
c o s 2 ip -  s i n d  =  0
2 \p = c o s  1 ( s i n d )
Equating (B-l) and (B-2) gives,
- l .tt +  (p +  s i n T s i n ( j ) l
[ s i n d  J
=  c o s  1 ( s i n d )
(B-l)
(B-2)
+ sin fsin(fr~j = cos x(sind) - 7r 
[ siii n 6 J
<P
Taking the cosine of both sides of this equation yields
cos(*}rt*sin 1fsin^'])= cos (cos 1 (sind)-it)
L s i n d  J
coscj)coŝ sin Psin(f)~j)- sin*}) sin*}) = sindcosTT + simrsin 
l sindJ sin6
(cos 1(sin6)) = -sind
cos*}) /sin26 - sin2*fr - sin2*}) = -sind
sind sind
cos<i> /sin2d - sin2*}) - sin2<f> = - sin2d 
cos*}) /sinzd - sin2*}) = sin2*}) - sin2d 
Squaring both sides of this expression leads to,
c o s 2 < | > s i n 2 d  -  c o s 2 ( f > s i n 2 (J> =  s i n 1**}) -  2 s i n 2 ( } ) s i n 2 d  +  s i n * * d  
c o s 2 < } > s i n 2 d  -  s i n 2 ( } ) c o s 2 (i) ~  s i n 1**}) +  2 s i n 2 * { ) s i n 2 d  =  s i n * * d  
s i n 2 d ( c o s 2 *}) +  2 s i n 2 *})) -  s i n 2 * } ) ( s i n 2 *}) +  c o s 2 *})) =  s i n * * d  
s i n 2 d ( c o s 2 *}) +  2 s i n 2 *})) -  s i n 2 *}) =  s i n 4 d
9 = <í> PUB 
9ZUTS = (foires
(I  -  9 zuTs ) 9 2uts = ( i -  9 3u t s)(|)zuts 
9 û ts  = <í>3u ts  -  93u ts  + <j>zirps9zu-js 
ç^UTS = <¡>ZUTS -  (I  + <t>zuTS)9_,u-¡:s
eç
Appendix C
Programme PA.MAIN
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p a i  11 . main
1 C P E F C 3 F  A CK A C r  1 C E V A L U A T E  S ( A L P H A  1
2 e x t e r n a l  o e r t v s
3 D I M E N S I O N  Y l f . ’ T T  ( 21 » V  F I N A L  ( 21
D I M E N S I O N  T H E T ( 7 1  1 » F I  ( 7  1 1
5 C O M M O N  / A /  S n , C 0 * Z M , D E L ! A . F Y E » R C . R P . S F
O D I M E N S I O N  r F ( 7 1 » 7 1 ) » 5 A ( 7 1 » 7 ] l  » S C  ( 7 1  » 7 1 1
7 D I M E N S I O N  W N S ( 7 1 .  7 1 1  * S  H E  AP ( 7 1 .  7 1  l ,  3 ( 7 1 ,  7 1  1
3 D A T A  I T U L e / E H  / N / 2 / 7 0 L / . C 0 1 /
3 C T O L  O N  R F E I  , C C 1 O F  A R A D I A N
1 0 F  Y E p  4 • 0 • A T A N ( 1  . 0 1
1 1 R C = F Y E /  1 8 C .
1 2 c i n i t i a l i z e  T a F e
1 3 R E W I N D  1 1
1 4 c m a t e r i a l  f r o f e r t i e s
1 5 W R I T E !  E . 5 C I
I S 50 F O R M A T ! 1 H P » » V A L U E  O F  D r L  T A - D E G R E E S » )
1 7 R E A C l  5 * 1  1 D E L !  A
1 3 R D = D E L  T A * R C  ,
1 3 S D = S I N ( R D I
2 0 C D = C O S ( R D I
2 1 I D ^ D E L T  A
2 2 D E l  = O E L ! A
2 3 c F L a N' E  F L O W  O R  A X I S  Y M M E 1 R T C r L C W
24 W R I T  E  ( G * S R  1
? 5 6 C F O R M A T  1 1 HO .  » P L A N E  F L O W  O R  AX I S  Y M M E T  R I ^  F L O W » )
2 G R e a d « 5 * i i z m
2 7 W R T T e T 1 1 * 2 1 2 1  I D  * D E L  T A t  Z M
2 3 21 2 F O R M A T ! I l C . F l P . 4 t E l C . 4 T
2 3 I F (  Z M . E 3 .  1 1  GC T O  1 5
30 W R I T  E ( E  » 1 3 1  d e l  T a
3 1 1 3 F O R M A T  I 1 H 0 » E X *  » S Y M M E T R I C  F L A N E  F L C W  F C R  D E L T A
32 1 * D E G R E E S ’ I
3 3 GO T O 2 1
3 4 1 3 WR T T  (E f s * 1 5 7 D E L  T A
3 5 1 5 F O R M A T !  I  HO * 5 X *  » A X  I S  Y M M E T R l C  F L C W  F C R  D E L T A  =
36 1 2 X » F 5 . 0 * ’  D E G R E E S * 1
3 7 2 1 Y I N I T I  2 1 = 9 C .
3 9 Y I N I T ( 2 1 = Y I N l T ( 2 1  * R C
3 9 W R I T E !  8 * 1 E I
4 0 1 6 F O R M A T ! »  » *  T 9 2  i * N O N - D  I M . '  1
4 1 W R I T E !  6 » 1 7 1
4 2 1 7 F O R M A  T l  • » * T 5 5 » * N O N - 3 T M . » * I 6 9 * » N C N “ O I M . * * T 3 1  .
4 3 W R I T E !  6 * 1 8 1
4 4 i a F O R M A T ! *  » , T 5 4 » » N 0 R M A L  W A L L  T 6 8 *  » W A L L  S HE f t ' R  »
4 5 w r i t e ! g » 2 9 i
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4 9 I D F - I D  ♦ 1
50 D O  l o r n  I F H I - l * I O F
5 1 F H T  = I F H I -  1
52 r f = p h i * r c
5 3 S F  z S l N J R F  |
54 c C A L C U L A T E  r f s t
5 5 C A L L  S R P S K R F S I I
5 6 rV c a l c u l a t e  h o p f e r  a n g l e  s o u n d s
= ’ « E S . C . 2 X *  
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5 7 IF  ( ZM. 03. 1) GO TO 415
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100 I F I Y I N I T 111 .EQ.Y I1  1 GO TO 205
101 S Z : t  YFIN AL (2 I-YF2I  / ( YTNII  U ! - Y I  11
102 I c«SZ .EQ.O I  go TO 205
103 YFZ=YFIN AL (21
104 YI1 = YIN IT  f 1 1
105 YIN IT I  11 :Y U - (Y F IN A L  (21-RFS l l  7S2
106 C . ■ FREVENT SIOI g o in g  -VE SST A 3A L IZE  HERAT ICN
107 IF  1 YIMIT ( M.CT .C. ICO TO 275
103 YTNTI11 | : S 0 ( I T hE i IMI
109 GO TO 275
110 77 7 WRIT E 1G♦ 7 7 8 1 NOTIFY
1 1 1 7 78 FORMAT! 1H0» EX. 'TROUBLE DURING DEPC CALGULAT IONS » NCT TFY :
112 GO TO 773
113 2 69 H A*=! 1. ♦ 7M | + C . f + ZM » • . C1 • XF IN AL /R C
nstad
M 5  J
Ill
1 1 5
h e
1 1 7
1 1 8
1 1 9
120
1 7 1
122
1 2 3
12 4
l^S
1 2 E
1 2 7
1 23
1 2 9
1 30
1 3 1
1 32
1 33
1 34
1 3 5
1 36
1 3 7
1 38
1 3 9
140
1 4 1
1 42
1 4 3
1 44
1 4 5
1 46
1 4 7
1 48
1 4 9
1 50
1 5 1
1 52
1 53
154
1 55
1 56
1 5 7
1 53
1 59
1 60
161
162
1 63
164
1 65
1 6 G
1 6 7
163
1 69
17C
57
SlH=STNtXF:fUL 1
TF = 2 .*RFSI '
C TFrcCSl IF)
STP=SINITF1 
T Th=I ANIXFINaL I 
TF T =1 ANIRPI
SOI IT HE* IFHT 1 = YlfllT (1 1 
S At XIHE*IF HI 1 =YFINAL 1 1 1
F F# 1 1  HE • IFHII — C1 .+SDI*YFINALUI*.5 »HA/S7 h 
WNS (TTHF.IFhTI =YFINAL 1 1 1 * (1 ,-SD*CTP)/ (2 .*5T H)
SHEAR ITTHr .lFHII=WNS<IT HE *TFH1 1 * 1 FI
Q( ITHE.IF HI! r(Fy E/ 3 . I * *Z KM2 .» WNS (IT HF. IFHT )* IT T H + T FI )-( T ./l 1 .+ZMJ 
11 ICl4 . ♦ TI HI 
IM=TPHI- 1 
I tm=iih e - i
WRIT El 6 »3C I IM i TTM.SO I IT HE. IF HI I »S A III HF.IFHI )• FF ITT HE. I PHI It 
1 WNSII THE.IFHI1 »SHEAR I TTHE.IFHTIt'll ITHE. IPHI )
36 FORMAT I 2 1 1  C. 4 FK . 4 . 2  F 1 4 . 4  I
GOTO 2000 ' ■
2 CC 3 WRIT El 6 . 2 CC4 I
2004 FORMAT! 1 HO. »ITERATIONS EXCEEDED 2 CC LIMIT’ )
2000 ITHF-ITHEM+ 1
iFllZfT.EO.C. 1 GO TO 1 02
C DUE TO PLOTTING DIFFICULTIES THE MUMMY UALUES ARE DIFFERENT FOR 
C A XY . 8 PLANE FLOW.
se=schthf»if h i i - . oce
s ALF A =s A IllH E.IFhI I + . 0 1  70 .
FFE = FFIIThE»IFHII + .C25 
W.NSE = WNSI ITHE. IFHI l+.Ol 
SHEER =WNSE«T FI
QUE=lPYE/3 .I**ZM*1 2 .*HNSE*(TTH+TFII-ll./ll.+ZM1 
1 ) I M 4.MTH)
00 1 C1 ITHE=ITHF.G1 
SOfITHE.IP HI I=SE 
s A t  IT HE. IFHII - SAL F A 
FFlllHE»lPHII=FFE 
UNSITTHF»IFHII=WNSE 
SHE AR1 1 T HE * IF HII =SHEER 
3 ITT HE. IFHI HOUE 
ITT CONTINUE 
GO TO 1 C5 
1 02 CONTINUE
30 1 0 0  1 1  HE-IT HP•61
SOIITHE.IFHII= -1 0 0 .
SA«TlHE.IpHll=1 0 C.
FFIITHE.IFHI)= 1 CC.
WNSITT HE*IFHI1 = 1 0 0 .
SHFARIITHE.IFHII =1 0 0 .
0 1 TT HE.IFHI 1 = 1 0 0 .
ICO CONTINUE 
1 C5 CONTINUE
1 000 continue
241  CONTINUE
WRIT El 1 1 . 2 C2 INUM 
00 1 50 IPHI= 1 . NUM
WR TT El 1 1 . 2 0  7 » ERR =2521  (SO III HE. IPHI) . ITHE = 1 . 61 ). IS AIII HE »IFHI 1. ITHE 
1 = 1 . 6 1  I . I FF I ITHE* IF HU . TTHE = 1 . 6 1  I . ( WNS (II HE . IPHI)»ITHE = 1 . 6 ] )
1 71
1 72
1 73
1 74
1 75
1 76
1 77
173
1 79
1 80
181
1 32
1 83
58
2»l S HF AR I U  H r•TP HI I » I l HE = 1» 61 ) » CQ CTl HP » TP H I ) . I T H E  =1 * 611 
1 50 CONI T NUE
I F fZ M . r j . l . lN u M iN U M + l
WO IT El 1 Î i *>C7MTHFÏ  C IF HI 1 iTFH I  = li.NUMI » IF H I P H Ï  ) » IFHT=1 » K U " ) 
2 r ?  ro R y ai ( T i r i  
20 7 FORMS 11 I5F12.4 I I
60 TC 251 .
25 2 W R Tl E I G * 20 3 I
2C8 FORM Al I 1H0 * ‘ ERROR D^TECTEO IN  EXECUTION' OF 1/ C STATEMENT’ ) 
251 END F I L E  11 
770 CONTINUE 
1 FORMAT! I 
END
59
Read <5 and m
1
^Calculate j l Z X
Calculate analytical Use S(0) from
S(0) starting value equivalent point on
for first two rows previous row as
only starting value
Call DEPC3 package to 
numerically solve for 
S(a)
Use S(0) value 
from last point 
as starting value 
It
Obtain new starting 
value for S(0)
Calculate ff,cj) /yB, 
T^/yB and q and save 
in data file
NO
Print out table of parameters
Figure C-l Flow chart of general procedure for 
programme PA.MAIN.
SYMMETBIC PLANE FLOW for delta = 65 • DEGREES ......
NON-DIM®
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NCN-DIM. NCN-CIM. surcharge
NORMAL WALL WALL SHEAR FACTOR
PHI THETA SI C) S( A) FF STRESS STRESS 9
D 0 .5847 .584731929 .886231923 .7268 .OCCC 1640.9182
C 1 .5847 .5847 32 .0953 31 .9356 .COCC .. 1 ,6453
D 2 .5876 .5879 16 .2170 16 .0564 .ceco .8691
C 3 .5905 .5 912 1C .9289 10 .7673 .ocre .6134
C 4 .5809 .5821 8.1135 7 .9544 .ceco .4C21
c 5 .5838 .5857 6 .5659 6 .4057 .0000 .3454
c 6 .5797 .5826 5.4716 5.3123 .0000 .2775
D 7 .5826 .5864 4 .74 72 4 .58E7 .ccoc .25 73
c 8 .5781 .5832 4 .1542 3.9945 .ceco .2184
0 9 .5810 .5874 3.7400 3 .5 790 .ccoc .2110
c 10 .5761 .5842 3.3669 3.2066 .OCCC .1855
c 11 .5749 .5847 3 .0814 2 .9208 .cooc .1742
c 12 .5736 .585 3 2.8441 2 .6831 .OCCC • 1654
c 13 .5721 .5859 2 .6439 2 .4 826 .ceco •15 84
c 14 .5706 .5866 2.4729 2 .3111 .ococ .1529
c 15 .5689 .5873 2 .3253 2 .1630 .ccoc ..... _*14 85
c 16 .5671 .5882 2 .1966 2.0339 .0000 .1451
c 17 .5551 .5890 2 .0835 1 .9203 .ceco __*1424
c 18 .5631 .5900 1 .9836 1.8198 .ocre .1405
c 19 .5609 .5910 1 .8946 1 .7303 .cooc ...... . .*1391
c 2C .5586 .5921 1.8151 1.6501 .COCC •1382
c 21 .5561 .5933 1 .7436 1 .5779 .ceco ....... ...... *1377
c 22 .5535 .5945 1 .6790 1 .5126 .ooco .1375
c 23 .5508 .5958 1 .6206 1 .4534 .COCC .1377
0 24 .5479 .5972 1.567.5 1.3335 .ecco .1382
0 25 .5449 .5987 1.5191 1 .3503 .ceco _____ 4 3 9 0
c 26 .5417 .6003 1.4749 1.3052 .oocc .1400
0 27 .5384 .6020 1 .4345 1 .2638 .ceco .1413
c 28 .5349 .6039 1.3974 1 .2258 .COCC .1427
0 29 .5312 .6057 1.3634 1 .1307 .COCC •1444
c 30 .527 5 .6077 1 .3322 1 .1584 .ccoc • 1462
c 31 .5235 .6098 1 .30 34 1 .1235 .e eoe .14 82
c 32 .5194 .6121 1 .2770 1.1CC9 .OCCC .1504
c 33 .5151 .6144 1 .2527 1 .0753 .CCOC '.1527
F i g u r e  C - l  T y p i c a l  O utput
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
23
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
23
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
23
28
23
28
23
23
23
23
23
28'>'■>i- \ )
28
2n
2 S
23
28
23
28
23
28
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3D .1365 .7427 1 .3215 .8024 .4354
41 .1321 .7744 1.3557 .8310 .4489
42 .1276 .8084 1.3934 .9018 .4585
43 .1229 .8451 1 .4351 .9249 .4713
44 .1181 .8847 1 .4810. .9506 .4 84 4
45 .1132 .9277 1.5319 .9793 .4990
48 .12 83 .9745 1 .5883 1 .0112 .515 2
47 . 1C33 1.C257 1.6508 1.0468 .5333
48 .0982 1 .0817 1 .7204 1 .0 865 .5 530
49 .09 32 1.1435 1.7  979 1.13C9 .5762
5C .0882 1 .2117 1.8846 1 .1306 .6016
51 .0333 1.2374 1.9815 1.2364 .63CC
52 .0785 1 .3715 2 .0903 1 .2991 .6619
53 .0739 1.4655 2.2125 1.3696 .6979
54 .0 6 95 1 .5707 2 .3502 1 .4491 .7384
55 .0653 1.6833 2.5054 1.5388 .7841
5G .0613 1 .8216 2 .6808 1 .6401 .8356
57 .0576 1.9713 2.8789 1.7544 .8939
58 .0542 2 »14 02 3 . ID 30 1 .8837 .9528
59 .0511 2,3314 3.3573 2.C3C1 1.C344
EC .04 94 2 .5406 3.6437 2 .194 9 1 .1183
C .c o re .COCO 1.2244 .9403 . 500C
1 .0165 .0219 1 .2037 .9199 .4 821
2 .0318 .0429 1.1847 .9008 .4790
3 .0458 .0631 1 .1673 .8333 .<*696
4 .0587 .0826 1.1515 .8670 .4610c .0706 .1014 1.1371 .8520 .4 53 0
G .0315 .1197 1.1241 .8332 .4457
7 .0915 .1374 1 .1123 .8254 .4389
3 .1007 .1547 1.1C17 .8136 .4326
9 .1091 .1716 1 .0923 .8028 .4269
1C .1168 .1881 1 .0 340 .7929 .4210
11 .1238 .2043 1 .0767 .7338 .4168
12 .1302 .2203 1.0705 .7756 .4124
13 .1359 .2361 1 .0653 .7082 .4085
14 .1410 .2517 1.0610 .7616 .4049
15 .1456 .2672 1 .0577 .7557 .4 018
1G .1496 .2326 1.0  553 .7505 . 3990
17 .1531 .2979 1 .0539 .74 60 .3 96 7
18 .1561 .3133 1.C534 .7422 . 3947
19 .1587 .3287 1 .05 39 .7392 .3 930
2 C .1608 .3442 1 .0553 .7368 .3918
21 .1625 .3599 1.C576 .7351 .3 96 9
22 .1637 .3757 1.0  610 .7341 .3903
23 .1046 .3917 1 .0653 .7338 .3 902
24 .1650 .4080 1.0707 .7342 .3904
25 .1651 .4246 1 .0772 .7354 .3 910
26 .1643 .4415 1.0348 .7373 .3920
27 .1642 .4589 1 .0936 .7400 .3935
28 .1632 .4769 1 .1036 .7435 .3953
29 ' .1019 .4953 1.1149 .7479 .3970
3 C .1603 .5144 1 .1276 .7531 .4004
31 .1584 .5342 1.1418 .7593 .4037
32 .1561 .5543 1.1576 .7664 .4075
33 .1530 .5 703 1 .1751 .7747 .4119
34 .1503 .5989 1 .1943 .7340 .4109
35 .1477 .6226 1 .2150 .7940 .422 5
62
23 3G .1333 .6376 1.2 391 .8065 .3283 .3533
28 37 .1309 .6730 1.265C .8199 .3359 •3 673
28 38 .1371 .7020 1.2933 .8338 .3338 « 38l 3
28 39 .1331 .7319 1.3237 .8513 .3527 •3965
28 30 .1230 .7633 1.3592 .8699 .3625 • 3126
28 31 .1237 .7981 1.3971 .8905 .3735 .3 3 C C
28 32 .1202 .8339 1.3 390 .9133 .33 57 .3387
28 33 .USE .8737 1.3853 .9389 .3 992 .36 90
23 33 .1109 .917 ì 1.5365 .9673 .5133 .3910
28 35 .10 E1 .9638 1.5932 .9389 .5311 .5150
28 36 .1012 1.0161 1.6561 1.0331 .5393 .5311
28 37 .0 9E3 1.0723 1 .7261 1 .0 733 .570 7 .5637
28 38 .0915 1.1333 1.3030 1.1173 .5931 .6011
28 39 .C8E7 1 .20 23 1 .8912 1 .1666 .6203 .6356
28 50 .0819 1.2786 1.9887 1.2219 .6397 .6737
28 51 .0 773 1 .3630 2 .0980 1 .2 839 .682 7 .7159
28 52 .0728 1.3572 2.2209 1.3537 .7198 .7627
28 53 • D 6 85 1 .5627 2 .3593 1 .3323 .7616 .8138
28 53 .0633 1.6811 2.5153 1.5211 .3083 .8723
28 55 • 9E05 1.8133 2.6916 1 .6213 .8621 .9373
28 5G • C5E9 1.9633 2.3908 1.7336 .9223 1.0097
28 57 .0 53G 2 .1336 3 .1159 1 .8023 .9902 1 .0903
23 53 .0506 2.3253 3.3713 2.0072 1.C673 1.1808
28 59 .0379 2.5310 3.6591 2 .1701 1 .1528 1.2815
28 60 .0355 2.7832 3.9835 2.3533 1.2513 1.3936
29 C .3000 .00 OC 1 .1985 .9020 .500 C .2709
29 1 .0159 .0215 1.18CC .3336 .3398 .1500
29 2 .0305 .0322 1 .1630 .8666 .3 80 3 .1522
29 3 .0330 .0621 1.1375 .8509 .3716 .1539
29 3 .0 5 63 .0813 1.1335 .8263 .3636 v .1578
29 5 .0679 .1000 1.1208 .8229 .3561 .1609
29 6 .0783 .1181 1.13 93 .8105 .3393 .1630
29 7 .0831 .1358 1.0990 .7991 .3330 .167 3
29 8 .0970 .1530 1 .0898 .7887 .3372 .1708
29 9 .1051 .1699 1 .0318 .7791 .3319 '.1735
29 1C .1125 .1865 1 .0738 .7703 .3270 .1782
29 11 .1192 .2023 1.0633 .7623 .3226 .1822
29 12 .1253 .2189 1 .0638 .7553 .3187 .1863
29 13 .1309 .2339 1.0 597 .7339 .3151 .1906
29 13 .1358 .2506 1.0566 .7332 .3120 .1950
29 15 .1302 .2663 1.0533 .7332 .3092 .1997
29 1G ' .1330 .2820 1 .0532 .7339 .3 06 3 .2035
29 17 .1373 .2977 1.0 529 .7303 .3033 .2095
29 18 .1503 .3133 1 .0535 .7273 .3032 .2138
29 19 .1527 .3291 1.0 551 .7252 .3020 .2203
29 2C .1537 .3350 1.05 77 .7236 .3011 .2260
29 21 .1562 .3611 1.0612 .7228 . 3CC6 .2320
29 22 .1573 .3773 1 .0657 .7226 .3 00 5 .23 82
29 23 .1531 .3939 1.0713 .7231 .3003 .2337
29 23 .1585 .3107 1 .0780 .7233 .3015 .2516
29 25 ■ .1583 .3279 1.0857 .7263 .3026 .2587
29 2G .1581 .3355 1 .0937 .7231 .3031 .2662.
29 27 .1573 .3636 1 .1038 .7326 .3061 .2731
29 28 .15 63 .3823 1 .1163 .7370 .3085 .2825
29 29 .1539 .5016 1.1292 .7322 .3113 ' .2912
29 30 .1532 .5216 1.1336 .7383 .313 8 .3005
29 31 .1512 .5325 1.1595 .7555 .3183 .3102
ALPHA - DEGREES
AXISTMMETRIC FLOW
S(O) FUNCTION - DELTA = 30.DEGREES
Figure C-2
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fiXISTMMETRIC PLOW
SIO) FUNCTION - DELTfi = 35.DEGREES
Figure C-3
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ALPHA - DEGREES
AXISTMMETRIC FLOW
StOl FUNCTION - DELTA = 40.DEGREES
Figure C-4
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ALPHA - DEGREES
AXISTMMETRIC FLOW
S 10) FUNCTION - DELTA = 55.DEGREES
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RLPHfl - DEGREES
RXISTMMETRIC FLOW
S (01 FUNCTION - DELTfi = 60.DEGREES
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ALPHA - DEGREES 
AXISTMMETRIC FLOW
S101 FUNCTION - DELTA - 05.DEGREES
Figure C-9
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Figure C-10
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flLPHR - DEGREES
PLANE FLOW
SIÖ) FUNCTION - DELTfi = 40.DEGREES
Figure C-13
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flLPHfi - DEGREES 
PLANE FLOW
5(0) FUNCTION - DELTA = 50.DEGREES
Figure C-15
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PLANE FLOW
SIO) FUNCTION - DELTA = 55.DEGREES
Figure C-16
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ALPHA - DEGREES
PLANE FLOW
StO) FUNCTION - DELTA = 6 0 . DEGREES
Figure C-17
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PLANE FLOW
SIO) FUNCTION - DELTA = 65.DEGREES
Figure C-18
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ALPHA - DEGREES
RXISTMMETRIC FLOW
S (fi) FUNCTION - DELTA = 30.DEGREES
Figure C-20
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AXISÌMNETR1C FLOW
SIR), FUNCTION - DELTR = 40.DEGREES
Figure C-22
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ALPHA - DEGREES 
AXISTMMETRIC FLOW
SIA) FUNCTION - DELTA = 50.DEGREES
Figure C-24
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ALPHA - DEGREES 
AXISTMMETR1C FLOW
SIA) FUNCTION - DELTA = 55.DEGREES
Figure C-25
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RLPHfì - DEGREES
RXISTMMETRIC FLOW
Siili FUNCTION - DELTA = 60.DEGREES
Figure C-26
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fiLPHR - DEGREES
flXISTMHETRIC FLOW
Sifl) FUNCTION - DELTfi = 70.DEGREES
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ALPHA - DEGREES
PLANE FLOW
SIA) FUNCTION - DELTA = 30-DEGREES
Figure C-29
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PLANE FLOW
SIA) FUNCTION - DELTA - 40.DEGREES
Figure C-31
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Figure C-32
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PLANE FLOW
SIR) FUNCTION - DELTA = 65.DEGREES
Figure C-36
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ALPHA - DEGREES
PLANE FLOW
5(A) FUNCTION - DELTA = 70.DEGREES
Figure C-37
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AXISTHMETRIC FLOW
FLOWFACTQR FF - DELTA = 30-DEGREES
Figure C-38
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RXISTMMETRIC FLOH
FLOHFRCTOR FF - DELIR = 45.DEGREES
Figure C-41
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ALPHA - DEGREES
AXISTNNETRIC FLOW
FLOWFACTQR FF - DELTA = 50.DEGREES
Figure C-42
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RLPHR - DEGREES
flXISTMNETRIC FLOW
FLOWFflCTOR FF - DELIO = 55.DEGREES
Figure C-43
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ALPHA - DEGREES
AXISTMMETB1C FLOW
FLOWFACTOR FF - DELIA = 60.DEGREES
Figure C-44
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Figure C-45
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Figure C-46
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Figure C-47
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ALPHA - DEGREES
PLANE FLOW
ELOWFACT0R FF - DELTA = 35.DEGREES
Figure C-48
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PLANE FLOW
FLQWFACIOR FF - DELIA = 40.DEGREES
Figure C-49
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PLANE FLOW
FL3WFACT0R FF - DELTA = 45.DEGREES
Figure C-50
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Figure C-51
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PLANE FLOW
FLGNFACTOR FF - DELTA = 55.DEGREES
Figure C-52
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ALPHA - DEGREES
PLANE FLOW
FLOWFACTOR FF - DELTA = 60.DEGREES
Figure C-53
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PLANE FLOW
FLOWFACTQR FF - DELIA = 6 5 . DEGREES
Figure C-54
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ALPHA - DEGREES
PLANE FLOW
FLGWFACTOR FF - DELTA = 70.DEGREES
Figure C-55
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flXISTMMETRIC FLOW DELTA = 30-DEGREES 
NON-DIMENSIONAL NORMAL WALL STRESS FUNCTION
Figure C-56
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RXISTMMETRIC FLOW DELIO = 35.DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONAL NORMAL WALL STRESS FUNCTION
Figure C-57
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ALPHA - DEGREES
AXISTMMETRIC FLOW DELIA = 40-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONAL NORMAL WALL STRESS FUNCTION
Figure 0 5 8
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RXISTMMETRIC FLOW DELIO = 45.DEGREES 
NON-DIMENSIONGL NORNOL WALL STRESS FUNCTION
Figure C-59
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RXISTMMEIRIC PLOW DELIA = 50-DEGREES 
NON-DIMENSIONAL NORMAL WALL STRESS FUNCTION
Figure C-60
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PLPHR - DECREES
RX1STMMETRIC FLOW DELIO - 55.DEGREES
NON-D1MEN5I0NRL NORNflL WfiLL STRESS FUNCTION
Figure C-61
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RX1STMMETRIC FLOU DELTA = 60-DEGREES 
NON-DIMENSIONAL NORMAL NALL STRESS FUNCTION
Figure C-62
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AXISTMMETRIC FLOW DELTA = 65.DEGREES 
NON-DIMENSIONAL NORMAL WALL STRESS FUNCTION
Figure C-63
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Figure C-64
ALPHA - DEGREES
PLANE FLOW DELIA = 30-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONAL NORMAL WALL STRESS FUNCTION
Figure C-65
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ALPHA - DEGREES
PLANE FLOH DELIA = 35-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONAL NORMAL HALL STRESS FUNCTION
Figure C-66
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NON-DIMENSIONAL NORMAL HALL STRESS FUNCTION
Figure C-67
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NON-DIMENSIONAL NORMAL WALL STRESS FUNCTION
Figure C-68
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ALPHA - DEGREES
PLANE PLOW DELTA = 50.DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONAL NORMAL WALL STRESS FUNCTION
Figure C-69
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PLANE FLOW DELTA = 55-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONAL NORMAL WALL STRESS FUNCTION
Figure C-70
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ALPHA - DEGREES
PLANE PLOW DELIA = 60-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONAL NORMAL WALL STRESS FUNCTION
Figure C-71
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PLANE FLOW DELTA = 65-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONAL NORMAL WALL STRESS FUNCTION
Figure C-72
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RLPHfì - DEGREES
PLfiNE FLOW DELTA = 70.DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIQNflL NORMRL WALL STRESS FUNCTION
Figure C-73
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ALPHA - DEGREES
flXISTMMEIRIC FLOW DELIA = 30-DEGREES 
NON-DIMENSIONAL HALL SHEAR FUNCTION
Figure C-74
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RLPHR - DEGREES
RXISYMMETRIC FLOW DELIO = 35.DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIGNRL WALL SHEAR FUNCTION
Figure C-75
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RLPHfì - DEGREES
flXISTMMETRIC FLOW DELTA = 40-DEGREES
NQN-OIMENSIQNfìL WALL SHEAR FUNCTION
Figure C-76
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NON-DIMENSIONAL WALL SHEAR FUNCTION
Figure C-77
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AX1STHMETRIC FLOW DELIA = 50-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONAL WALL SHEAR FUNCTION
Figure C-78
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ALPHA - DEGREES
AX1STMMEIRIC FLOW DELTA = 55.DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONAL WALL SHEAR FUNCTION
Figure C-79
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RLPHfì - DEGREES
RXISTMMETRIC FLOW DELIO - 60-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONRL WALL SHERR FUNCTION
Figure C-80
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RLPHR - DEGREES
RXISTMMETRIC FLOW DELTR = 65-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONRL HALL SHERR FUNCTION
Figure C-81
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Figure C-82
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PLANE FLOW DELIO - 30-DEGREES 
NON-DIMENSIONAL WRLL SHEAR FUNCTION
Figure C-83
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Figure C-85
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RLPHfi - DEGREES
PLANE FLOW DELIA = 45-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONAL WALL SHEAR FUNCTION
Figure C-86
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RLPHfl - DEGREES
PLANE FLOW DELTR = 50-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONAL WALL SHEAR FUNCTION .
Figure C-87
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Figure C-88
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PLANE FLOW DELIA = 60-DEGREES 
NON-DIMENSIONAL WALL SHEAR FUNCTION
Figure C-89
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ALPHA - DEGREES
PLANE FLOW DELIO = 65.DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONAL WALL SHEAR FUNCTION
Figure C-90
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Figure C-91
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flXISTMMETRIC FLOW DELTA = 30-DEGREES 
NON-DIMENSIONAL SURCHARGE FACTOR Q
Figure C-92
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Figure C-93
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flXlSTMMETRIC FLOW DELIR = 40-DEGREES 
N0N-DIMENSIONRL SURCHRñGE FACTOR Q
Figure C-94
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PXI SYMMETRIC FLOW DELTfi = 45-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONRL SURCHARGE ERCTOR Q
Figure C-95
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RX1STMMETRIC FLOW DELTA = 50-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONAL SURCHARGE FACTOR 0
Figure C-96
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RXISYMMETRIC FLOW DELIO = 55-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONRL SURCHARGE FACTOR Q
Figure C-97
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Figure C-98
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ALPHA - DEGREES
AXISTMMETRIC FLOW DELIA = 65-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONAL SURCHARGE FACTOR Q
Figure C-99
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ALPHA - DEGREES
AXISTMMETRIC FLOW DELTA - 70-DEGREES 
NON-DIMENSIONAL SURCHARGE FACTOR Q
Figure C-100
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PLANE FLOW DELTA = 30-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONAL SURCHARGE FACTOR G
Figure C-101
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ALPHA - DEGREES
PLANE FLOU DELIA = 35-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONRL SURCHARGE FACTOR Q
Figure C-102
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Figure C-103
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PLANE FLOW DELTA = 50-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONAL SURCHARGE FACTOR Q
Figure C-105
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PLANE FLOW DELIA = 55.DEGREES
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Figure C-106
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Figure C-107
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P L I E  PLOW DELIA = 65-DEGREES
NON-DIMENSIONAL SURCHARGE FACTOR Q
Figure C-108
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NON-DIMENSIONAL SURCHARGE FACTOR Q
Figure C-109
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Appendix D
Variation of S(9) and ^(8) Across a Mass Flow Hopper
Two programmes, FF.GS and FF.G, were written to graphically 
display the variations of S(0) and across a mass flow hopper
from the axis to the wall. The effect of the choice of S(0) starting 
value on the rate of convergence to the correct value of S(0) can 
also be demonstrated with this programme.
Figures D-l and D-2 show the variations of S(a) and ^(°0 where 
the correct S(0) value, taken from typical tabulated output sample, 
Table C-l, was used. The correct values of S(a) and were reached 
in one iteration. The results of using random starting values both 
lower and higher than the actual value are demonstrated in Figures D-3 
to D-6. Although the results are not wildely inaccurate the iteration 
procedure is obviously more efficient if the starting value is as close 
as possible to the real value.
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THETR - DEGREES
TYPICAL VARIATION OE S IN R MASS FLOW HOPPER 
PLANE FLOW DELTR = 65.DEGREES
El = 28.DEGREES ALPHA = 47.0EGREE5
Figure D-l
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THETA - DEGREESTYPICAL VARIATION OF PSI IN A MASS FLOW HOPPER 
PLANE FLOW DELTA = 65.DEGREES
FI = 28.DEGREES ALPHA = 47.DEGREES
Figure D-2
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THETfl - DEGREESTTPICflL VARIATION OF S IN A HASS FLOW HOPPER 
PLANE FLOW DELTA = 65.DEGREES
FI - 28.DEGREES ALPHA = 47.DEGREES
Figure D-3
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360.
THETR - DEGREESTYPICAL VARIATION OF PSI IN R MASS FLOW HOPPER 
PLANE FLOW DELTA = 65.DEGREES
FI - 28.DEGREES ALPHA = 47.DEGREES
Figure D-4
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THEIR - DEGREESTTPICRL VARIATION OF S IN A NASS FLOW HOPPER 
PLANE FLOW DELTR = 65.DEGREES
FI = 28.DEGREES ALPHA = 47.DEGREES
Figure D-5
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THETfl - DEGREES
TYPICAL VARIATION OF PSI IN A NASS FLOW HOPPER 
PLANE FLOW DELTA = 65.DEGREES
FI = 28.DEGREES ALPHA - 47.DEGREES
Figure D-6
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FF I 1 | .GS
0 CALCULATE AMD GRAPH THE VARIATION OF 5 IN A MASS FLOW HOPPER
C FOR GIVEN VALUES OF I Hr t A S PS T AND A SOT STARTING VALUE ''F S(C1
COMMON /A/ 5G,CD.ZM.D<-LlAiFYEfRC*RP»SP 
COMMON 7 A2/ 1C»L(1C01. S (50»1CCI. PSI ( 5C» ICV ) • X A( 5C»1CC)
C MATERIAL properties
' WR IT ElG * 50 I
EC F0RMATI1H0,’ VALUE OF DELTA -DEGREES’ !
RE ADCS*1 I DEL T A 
3 F OR*’A T l I 
WRITE!S,5SI
55 FORMATt1 HO»’ VALUES OF PHI AND THETA -DEGREES’ )
REAClE»l)PHI»THFT 
WRIT E l G » G5 I
E 5 FORM AT ( 1 HO » ’ST ART IN G VALUE CCR S( CI ' )
R.EADl5il 1550
C PLANE FLOW OR AXIS YMMET-RIC FLOW
WRIT E l 5 # GO 1
EC FORMAT f 1H0 »’ TLANE FLOW OR AXISYMMETRIR FLOW’ )
R E A D I 5 »1 I Z M '
IFfZM.rQ. i i  Go JO 19 
WRIT El 3 »131 DEL TA
13 FORMATIIHO.EX,’ SYMMETRIC PLANE FLOW FOR DELTA = ’ ,FE.C,2X,
1* DEGREES’ !
GO TO 21
19 WRlTEfSilSlRELTA
15 FORMAT (1H0 , EX »’ AXIS YMME1 RIC FLOW FOR DELTA - *,F5.C>
12X, F5. C, ’ DEGREES’ I
23 CONTINUE ,
. caul g s f h f h i »thet*so»r f s i »ssc’i
DO 1C K=l »ic  
MzLfKI 
DO 1C U - l , M 
XAlK.J|rXA(K.JI/RC 
10 CONTINUE 
M T HE T - T HE I
C ‘
C ANNOT AT ION ARRAYS 
C
DIMENSION S I ( 4 | » F hET(3| ,IEXT(8I,PFLCWC2) ,AFLCW(3)*5rL(2)»FT(l  )»
1 AL f2l»D0UNnX(2l»°0uNEY(2l ,NEXl (21 . AX A (1000) .  AS C1C T C I 
30UN0Y« 1 ! — S 0 
BOUNqYI 21 =S0 
3dUNDXIl!=C.
SOUNoXin -THE!
S i l l  I - •  S (lH*
SI 1 21 = ’ri  A 1 * 
f he t i 1 1=*THFTA •
FHETTC2I =’ - DECR ’
PHET13 l = ’ EES’
TEKTI 11 =’T YFICA •
TEXT I 2 I = ’L V ARI*
I EX TI 31 -  * AT ION •
text«4 i = ' of s •
TEXT!S!r* IN a * 
l EKl t S l =’ MA5S F’
TEXT I 71 r ’LOW HO’
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5 7 T E X T  ( 3 1 z » F c E P  f
5 3 F F L  O W t  1 | I » F L A N E  •
5 9 F  F L O  W f  2  1 -  * F  L  0  W f
S  C A F  L  O W  1 1 1 =* A X I S Y M  •
5 1 A F L O W 1 2  1 - • M e T p i c *
5 2 A F L O W Í  3 1  z* f L C W  *
6 3 S t i l  M z ’ d E L  T A  *
E l i B E L  ( 2 !  - * -  *
6 5 m i  ) = ’ r i = *
5 6 A L  ( 1 ! z f  A L  F  H  A *
6 7 A L Í I 2  \ - $ ’
6 3 N E X  T C11 - •  D  E C R E E  f
6 3 N E X T  1 2  I - * S  *
7 0 C
7 1 C F L O T  S E G M E N T
7 2 c
7 3 C  A L I  F F E G N  f 1 5  1
7 4 C A L L  F F  A L L  ( » U S E R  *. C .  . C . t ï  H E T  . 1 . 5 1
7 5
C A L L  F F  A L L  f ' D I S F L A  Y M  3 3  3 . *  1 5 D  .» 1 0 0 0 «  t 7 5 G  . 1
7 6
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7 7
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7 9 C A L L  F P L 3 L ( * Y f  • 0• » C• » 1 . 5 * - 1 * 3 » * f  F  3 • 1 1 * » 3 1
8 0 C A L L  F F  A X I S  C ' Y M T H E T  . C . . 1 . 5 . - 1 . 3 . 5 . C I
8 1 C A L L  F F M O O E ( • S C A L O F F * )
8 2 C A L  L  F F S  I Z  E (  2 1
8 3 C A L L  P P M T X T  ( 6 6 7  . .  1 O C . . P  H E  T • 1 5 1
8 4 C A L L  P P T E X T ( 3 4 7 . . 7 5 . . T E X T . 4 6 1
9 5 I F I Z M . E O . 1 I G O  T O  1 1 1  ♦
8 6 C A L L  F F M T X T ( 4 8 C . » 5 G . . F F L C W t l C l
3 7 G O  T O  1 2 1
8 3 1 1 1 C A L L  F F M T X T ( 4 6 C . . 5 C . * A F L 0 W t l  71
8 9 1 2 1 C A L L  P  F M  T X T  ( 7 6 0 .  • 5  C  . .  B E  L  . 8  1
9 0 C A L L  F F N U M  A (  D E L I  A »  f  ( F 4 . I  * * 4 l
9 1 c a l l  p p t e x a ( N e x t # 7 1
9 2 C A L L  F F M T X T ( 4 C C . t 2 5 . » F I t 5 l
9 3 C A L L  F F N ü M A ( P H I * * ( F 4 . 1 f • 4 1
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1 0 1 0 0  1 0 0  J = 1 » I C
1 0 2 M z L  ( J |
1 0 3 D O  1 1 7  1 = 1 t M
1 0 4 A X A  ( I l  = X  A I  J  t  I I
1 0 5 A S I l l z S U . i l
i r e 1 1  7 C O N T I N U E
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c calculate : and crafh  iw r  v a r i a t i o n ; cf p s i  i n  a mas : flow h e t f l O
c FOR 3 TV ON VALUES OF 1 HE IA E PS I  A m  A SIT ST A R TIN 0 VALUE CF S f d
COMMON / A/ SRtCDtZMtDELT AtFYEtRCtRPtSP 
COMMON t \ ? J  TO»L I I  CCJ *S C 50 » 1CCI » PS 11 5T . ICC ) . XA (50» ICC) 
c material properties
WRIT F I 6 > 50 I
EE FORMAT ( 1H0 » »V ALUE OF DEL T A - CEGR EES * I 
REAOl5 » 1 I0ELT4 
1 FORMAT ( 1 
WRITE »6» 55 I
ES FOR M AT ( 1 HO ► *V ALU FS OF PMT AND THEIA -DECREES')
P E A O  I 5 » 1  I PHI * T H E  I 
WRITE! 5» 65 I
65 FORMa T (1 HO»»ST ART IMG VALUE FOR S t C l ' l  
REAClE t l lSSO
C PLANE FLOW OR AXISYMMETRIC PLCW
WETTEf G * G C I
6" FORMAT! 1 HO»*PLANr cLOW OR AXISYMMETRTC FLOW’ )
RF A01 5 »3 )ZM ' ’ ' '
l F i Z M . E Q . i l  CO TO 19 
WRITE! G»13l DELT A
13 FORMAT! 1H0*5X»»SYMMe IR IC  FLANF FLOW F ('R Dr LTA z ' » cS .n , ? * ,
1 * DEGREES *1 * “
30 TO 21
19 WRITE! E * I 5 I D EL T A
15 F ORMA Tl 3 HO» 5X.'AXISYMMEIRIC FLOW FOR r'ELl5 z 
1 2X » F 5. C * ' DEGREES’ )
21 CONTINUE
CALL CSPI (FHItTHET.iSOtRFSI.SSCl
D O  ID K=1, IC
MzL IK| '
DO 10 J=1,M 
X Al K.J| zX A(K t J l  /Rc 
F S H K .  J l z F S H K t J  J/RC 
10 CONTINUE 
MTHEl - I he T
c
C ANNOTATION ARRAYS 
C
DIMENSION SH(| | ,PhE I (  31 . 1E X T ( 31 t PP L CW f 21 . AF L CW ( 3 ), DEL t 2 ). F T (1 ) ,
1 AL ! 21 t  BOUNOX ( 21 * BOUNOY ( 21 i NEX T (2 l »AXA( lCDC)»APS l t lCCC)
ROUNd Y I 1 IzRFSl/Rc 
BOUNdYIR I  zRFSj/Rc 
BOUNOX!1 I z d .
BOUNqXI 21 ziHET 
SIS 31z » P S l l T h*
s i r ? i z » r T A i  -» .
SIS 31 = * DEGRE’
SI I 41z*£S *
FMET I 1 I z ’ THFTa * .
FHCTIR lz»- RFGR*
FMET!3 l z * r r S *
TeKT! ] I z »1 YFlCA •
TEXT I ? l z » L  VART*
TEXT !T )=«aTION * 
t e x t i 4 i z *of f s i *
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5  7 i n d u r i r *  i r :  a  *
5 3 I  E X T  i G  ) = f M ' A 5 5  F *
5 9 T C X  T l  7 |  z * L O w  H O  •
G C T C X T  ( 3  ) -  * F r E R *
G l F F  L  OW { 1 1 z * F L  A M f  *
G 2 F F L O W ! 2 1 =  f  F  L 0  W f
G 3 A F L O W I  I J  z »  a x i s y m  •
6 4 A c  L  0  w f "» I z ’ M c T P Î C ’
6 5 A F  L  0  W ( 3  I z *  F  L  C W  *
6G 3  r L  t 1 I z ’ d e L T a  *
E  7 B C L  t 2 1  z * z  »
G 3 F  I ® 1 1 z • F  I  z  *
6 9 A L  t 1 1  z *  A L  F  H A  ♦
, 7 0 A L 1 2 1 z ’ r  *
7 1 N C X T t  î  J z  * D C P R  F C  *
7 2 N e x t i 2 ) z  * s *
7 3 C
7 4
t» F L O T  S E G M E N T
7 5 C
7 G C A L L  F F 3 O N  ( 1 5  1 '
7 7 C A L L  F F a L L ( * Ü S C R * » C . t O . . T H C T » 3
7 3 C  A L I  F  F  A L L  C ’ C I S F L  A Y * »  3 3  3 .  t  1 5 C  .
7 9 C A L L  P F f i X l S C  • X » t C . t C . t T H E T  t î t M
3 0 C A L L  P P L  3 L  C * X  ♦ » G .  » C . *  T H F  J » -  ] » 1
8 1 C A L L  F F  A X I S  f f Y  * » C . . C  . t  3 G C . »  1 * 9
3 2 C A L L  P F L 3 L ( , Y , » C . » C . »  3 6 2 . » - 1 * 9
8 3 C A L L  P F f i X I S C  * Y f » T H r T t C . i 3 E C . t -
8 4 C A L L  P F M O D C ( ’ S c A L O F F *  I
8 5 C A L  L  F F C I  Z  C (  2 1
9 S C A L L  F P M T X 7  C G C 7 . »  1 C C . » P . H E T *  1 5 l ‘
3 7 C A L L  F F T  E X T ( 3 4 7  . *  7 5  . » T r x T  » 4 G 1
3 3 I F I Z M . E 3 . 1  1 G O  T O  1 1 1
8 9 C A L L  F F M T X T í 4 8 C . t 5 C . f F F L O W . l C l
9 0 G O  T O  1 2 1
9 1 111 C A L L  F F M T X T ( 4 8 C . « 5 C . » A F L 0 W » 1  7»
9 2 1 2 1 C A L L  P F M T X T ( 7 S O . * 5 C . * 3 E L f 3 l
9 3 C A L L  F F N U M  AC O F L T  A »  * (  F 4  . 1  S 4 I
9 4 C A L L  F F  T E X A ( N e X T  » 7 1
9 5 C A L L  F F M T X T C 4 C C . t 2 5 . . F T # 5 )
9 6 C  A L L  F F N u M a  C F H T  t  f  ( F 4 .  1 •  » 4  I
9 7 c a l l  p f t e x a c n c x t  . 7 1
9 3 C A L L  F F M 1 X T  ( 7  5 0 . # 2 5 . t A L »  3 Ï
9 9 C A L L  P P N J M  A C T  H C T  # * ( F  4 .  I • »  4 1
100 C A L L  F F T E X a ( N E X T  » 7 1
I C I C A L L  P F S E Î  ( * U F M
102 C A L L  F F M I X 7 ( 2 5 C . # 4 5 0 . » S I , 2 0 I
1 0 3 C A t  L  F F M O n C C  * 5  C A L O N f 1
1 0 4 D O  1 0 0  J - l t l C
1 0 5 M z L C J f
1 0 6 D O  1 1 7  1 = 1  » M
1 0 7 A X  A  C I » = X A ( J t l l
1 0 8 A F S I 1 I l z F S l C J . i l
1 0 9 1 1 7 C O N  T I N U C
M O C A L L  F F D R A W  C A X A » A F S I » M .  * H
1 1 1 i r e C O N  T I N U C
112 C A L L  F F  O R A W ( 3 0 U N Q X • 8 0 U N 3 Y . 2  .  *
1 1 3 c a l l  f p c n d
* ÎOGC * # 7 -ju . I 
T R E I . Ct C)
* * ( F 4 . 1  I * » 4 ) 
» 4 » Cl
* M F 1! .G ì  * »4 I
182
H U  STOP
115 ■ EM n
183
FF I 11 .G SF-
1 5 1)32 0 UT INF 520 T (F HI» T MF T ,S0 »RFSI tSSCI
2 exter nal  o rRn / î
3 DIMENSION Y I N I T ( 2 1 . YF INAL(21
COMMON IM  SCtCDiZM, DEL! A » F Y E » R C. RP » S F
.5 COMMON' /A2/ IC *L (1 CCI *3 (5C» IOC I * PSI (5 r .
E DAI A I T I T I E/FM /N / 2 /TOL/ . CO 1/
7 c TOL ON RFC! .CCI OF A RADIAN
9 FYr = *l.C* AT AN ( l .C I
3 RC-c YEM3C.
10 rd = oelt a*r c
11 20=3 IN I RDI
12 CD = COS (RDI
13 Y I N I  T 12 1 - 30 .
m YIN IT 1 21 -Y IM IT (ZI *R C
15 HPIÏINT = r .C
1S RF =PHI*RC
17 S F-S I N 1 RF 1
18 C CALcULaTF r e f i  .
1 9 CALI SRFS l tRFSD
20 x f i n a l  =t h e t «pc
21 I
22 T a—1 r
23 Y IN IT  I 11 - S SO
2H IC= IC+1
25 CALI DEFC31N» X IN IT  * Y T N T I * XF IN AL* YFINAL »:
2E ♦ HFRINT » I T i TLE*NOT TF Y »$ 7771
27 GO TO 299
29 7 77 WR IT El E * 7 7 SI NOTIFY '
29 77 3 FORMATI 1H0*5X» MR0U3LE DURING DEPC CALC
30 GO TO 779
31 2 33 CON!INUE
32 SO = YINIT t 3 !
33 77 9 CON!INUE
3«J return
35 end
ULAT IONS »NOTIFY =
i
• » 15 )
184
r r l i  i . sun
1 SUBROUTINE DEPUIS (X . Y» DY .ST CRC.IT EST I
2 DIMENSION 3 Y 11 1 * Y ( 1 1 * S T 0 R'I 11 1
3 COMPON'/ i/SD*Cr»ZM
4 COMMON M2  / IC # L 1 1 CCI » S |5C» IDDI » PS T ( 5C• ICC) » X a, f 5 C »
5 1 iXFTN AL # 4L F 4
r I r l X F IN A L .N C .A L F A )GO TO 4
7 IF 1 X . N r . C . I GO TO 3
3 1 7-1
0 DO 5 J r i  » ICC
ID 5 X AÏ IC * J 1 -C .
11 SC IO 1
12 7J CONIINUE
13 I F I  X .C Q .X A l IC t I T I  ICO TC 1
14 i F t X . L T  . X A( TC * TT 1 1 GO TO 2
15 I T r i T +  1
IS GO TO 1
1 7 L I T M r i T - l
1 3 n r l X A l  IC .  TT 1 - X 1 / (XA ( IC .  TT 1 - XA (IC* IT N i l
19 I T z i î - 0  ’
2D 1 CONT TNUE
21 L U C i r i T
22 X A 1 IC • T T 1 r  X
23 S I I C » I T I z Y (  I l
24 FS l t  IC .  IT I rY (21
25 4 c ont in ue
2S T Fz2•* Y 12 1
27 IFCX.NE.C, ICC TO 15C
28 H Y W1 1rn . .
29 DY ( 21 = ( 1 . D + S 0+Y ( I l  *CD» CDl / (2 .* Y ( 1 1 *SD* ( 1 ,+SDI I
3D TY«2 1 r l  d Y( 2 1-1 .) » ( 1 ,-ZM/ 2. 1
31 DYI 2I=DYI 2I-ZM/2. -
32 GO TO 25C
33 15C D Y I l i r e .
34 IF IX .C Q .O .  J GO TO 18D
35 □ Y ( 1 1 zZM* Y ( 1 1 »5 D* (CO I AN ( X 1 * ( l . C  + CCS (T Fl 1-S IN I  T F) |
3S 1 3D D Y11 1 -y ( 1 1 *S IN ( IP I+ S IN (X  + TF1 + DY(1I
37 DYI l l r n Y I  11 MCCSITF I  -S D »
39 I r l I X .EO .C . lG O  TO 21 C
39 DYl ClrZM* Y (1 l»sc* ( 1. +SDI * (COT ANIXl *SIM( Tpi +CCS (T P)
4C GÛ 10 220
41 21 D DYI 21 =ZM» Y ( IT »5D» ( 1. +s Dl • (COS (T Pi -1 . 1
42 2 2D n Y*2 1 =DYI 2l-Sp*cOS (TF +X I +COS(Xl+Y (1 1 »CD* CD
43 DY( '’ 1 r-DY( 21 / (2.« Y( 1 1* SD* (COS (T pl -S Dl 1
44 3 Y«21=0Y121-1.
45 25 r co n t in u e
46 R E T’J r?M
47 end
Figure D-7 General Flow Chart for Programmes FF.GS 
and FF.G.
Appendix E
Programme PLOT.FFO
A Typical Example of the Plotting Programmes
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PLOt I H *r FC
1 c JO PLOT T Hr  CONTOURS 0* FF
p DIMENSION SO ( 71 r 71) . S A( 71. 71 ) . CF ( 71 . 711 » In' NS 171 . 71) *
3 13•71 * 71 1 . T H fT (711 iF I<  711. X (61 1 * 3 Y t 61 1
4 RE ACl5 * 10 )10»FELT AtZM
5 l r FOPMflTl H C » F i r . 4 « F lC . 4 l
6 RE ACl5 » 311NUM
7 DO 20 IP=1,NUK
8 RE ADI 5.211 (S O t IT H E . IF I  . ITHF-1.E1) » f S A 11T H" . IF  1» IT HE
3 l = l t £ l  1 »1 FF IITME» IP 1 »ITHT=1 »61 1 » (M.N5 (IT HE • IP  1 tTTHE = l
1C 2 ■ f SHEAR 1 IT HF»IF 1 .11 HE = 1» 611 . (3 { T lH E . IP I  * I lH E - l  .61 )
11 2 1 FORMAT!(5 F12.41 I
12 2 C con t in u e
1 3 NuP=NUM
11 IF(ZM.E3.1.|N'UF-NUM+1
15 RZADl 5.21 1 (THE7 ( I F H I I  * IP HT = I » NUPI i (FT(TPHT)* TPHI=1*
ie 31 FORMAT U l C I
1 7 WRIT E 1 S »70 1
1 9 70 FORMAT ( 1H0 » ’ HTCHESl VALUE OF CCNTCUP REQUIPP-'’ )
19 READ 15»1 IO0VA
2D WRIT El 6» 801
21 30 FORMAT! 1 HO. «CONTOUR SPACING REQUIRED’ 1
22 READl5.11 COST
23 1 FORMATI 1
24 N0c=c0vU  COf F
25 DEL=00LTA
2G IF 1 DELI A.LE.50:. 1 00 T C 35
27 IF I 2M .N E .1 .1 00  TO 35
28 DEL=50. ■
22 35 coni i v u :
3P NDELrnrL '
31 NX=0EL/ 10
32 Ft AG=NX* 10.
33 I F8F LAG.EQ.DEL1 GO TO 36 '
34 NX = OEL/ 5.
35 NOIW1=5
36 NDI«2=C
37 GO TO 37
38 86 N'DI V1 -2
33 NOIV 2-5
40 87 FNUM=NUM- 1
41 ND^G67./6r.
42 XC=333.+ND
43 N Y-l 2
44 IF t D EL .G l .50 .1NY IMY /2
45 Y 1 -1 5 P • ♦ DEL *N Y
46 YiFNUM.NY*150.
47 T =* Y1-1 SO. 1 /2 .+150 .
48 C
49 c c a l c u l a t e  mass f l o w /funnel  flow ocundary  arr ay  for
50
51
52
cr* FLOW CASE ONLY
I f f ZH.ro.1 . 1 GO TO 333
53 V1-1 DEL TA-30.1AID.
54 V2 - I.C l * •V 1 ,
55 U 3= 3 - 7 5•V ?
56 E=Z.71828**V3
57
53
53
EP
SI
62
63
64
65
66
S 7
GB
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
73
79
8C
Bl
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
39
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
ire
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
1 10
111
112
113
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F Y E  = 4 .  • A T A N ( ] . 0  1 
r d-oeLt a *f Y E/ 18 t .
1 n r  1 U N I  ROI 
TD-10* * .2  
1 D-T 0*0.725
00 ZC3 J= 1 *51 K = J -  1
BY C J ) -K 
X I JI = tr-K| MO
1 r T B Y ( J I . 0 T . P r L lA - 3 . i r Y ( J l = 0 E L T  A- 3»
30 3 C ON! INUE 
333 CONTINUE 
C
C ANNOTATION ARRAYS
C
DIMENSION TEXT(51 »NEXT (21»FELTM(2)» AFLCW(3) »PHET(7 1 »FY (Z1 
F HEI I 1 I-' ALPHA 1 
FHE T ! 2 I -*- DFCR *
F h e t i 3 1 = 'e e s * ,
F Y I î l = ’ r I  - n*
F Yîi 2 I = * EGREr S’
TEXT! 1 I - ’ FLOWFA*
Tr XT« 21r'CTOR ’
ÎE X ! l- | r * F F  - 0 ’
I EXT 14 I z « EL T A ;  *
TEK TI51=* » 
next i i i -’ d eGRr r ’
NEXT I21 -*S ’
PF lOWI1 1 = , c LANE *
FFLCWI ?1 = * FL C t: *
A FLOW!1 I : ’ AXIS YM’
aflowi ?i m e t r i c *
A FL 0 W ! 3 I - * FLOW*
C '
CALI FF n ON ( 1 5 1
CALL FF AU ( »USER*» C.»C.»EC.» DELI
CALL FF ALL( ’ DISPLAY’ » 33 3.» 150.» 1000. * Y 11
CALL PRAXIS! *X * i C.»C.» EC. »1 .6*2 .  51
CALL FFL3L(*X* »C .»C.»SO. » - 1*6 » * (F3.CI ’ .31
CALL FFAXIS! *Y**C.iC . .OEL . l .NX tND IU  l . m i y  2)
CALI FFL3L ( ’ Y*»0 .»0 .«DEL»-1»NX»’ l F 3 .C 1 * . 3 I 
CALL FF AXIS ( *X * »C.» DEL »60.»- 1. 6» 2 »5 I 
C ALI FF AX IS(* Y *»G0.*0.»3EL *- l»N X .N n iV l  »ND IY2)
CALL PPdR AWft HET »FI.NUP. * *1 
C AUL FFDDRW(X»9Y.5 1 . 0 . 0 . Cl 
CALL FFMOon »SCALOFF »1 
C ALL FF S IZ E ( 2 I
CALL FFMTXT(EC7.» 1CC..PHE1 »1 El
i f  i z m . e Q. i . I go io  m  
CALL FFMTXT(EE7.»C5.»FFL0H»1CI 
c NUMrNUM-l '
C Y z Y - N Y
GO TO 121
111 CALL PFM1XT(CE7.»C5.»AFLÛW»17I 
121 CALL FFM1XT (590.» 30.*TEX1,251 
CALL FFNUMAtOFLT A» *( F3. I  *• 31 
CALL FF TEXfl (Nrxl . 7 I
ll«t
113
116
117
118
113
1 2 C
121
122
123
1 2*1
125
12G
127
128
123
1 3P
1 31
132
133
131
1 35
1 36
137
138
189
cal l p f 3 e t ( *ur • i
CALI r FMTXT(2PC.»T . F Y t 121 
CALL FP5ET ( »RlCHT • 1 
CALI  FFcSiD IG tNx I 
c a l l  p f m o s r ( ’ t c a l o n  • i
CALL "FALL I ’ DISPLAY’ # 33 3. »ICC , * i aC C .»Y l
CAL L PFCONT ( FP » C 1»NUM# 71» COSF# CC'J Ai-NTC# r .  r » :  #C )
1 7 3 COMT T‘!UP
WRlTElG»18CI
1 SC FORMAT!1 HO » * ARE ANY OTHER CONTOURS RFOUIRED? YPS-1 »MC = C')
REAPl 3»1 1 A N S 
I F U N S .E 3 .C . I 3 0  10 2DD 
WRITE! 6» 1811
131 FORMAT I 1 HO,’ WHAT IS THE HIGHEST YALUE REQUIRED ? ’ >
RE A 01 5»31COV A 
WRITE 16» 13" I
132 FORM AT! 1 HO # 'WHAT IS T HP NEW CCNTCUR SPA"P'D ? ’ )
READl5#1ICOSF 
NOC=CO«A/CCSF <
CALI FFCONT IF" » 61» NIW • 7 1 » CO SP # C CU A »- NCC # C # C , 0#C)
GO TO 173
2 ICO CONTINUE
CALL FFeNo
S T CP .
END
190
Figure E-l General Flow Chart of any of the PLOT. Programmes.
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Appendix F
Programme using Analytical Expressions, NSTAD.SA
Not all the charts produced from this programme are included 
in this work. Those included are chosen as largest and least 
variation from the numerical solutions in both plane flow and 
axisymmetric flow. Along with Figures 14 and 15 these give a general 
basis for comparison of the accuracy of the analytical expressions 
with the numerical solutions.
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n st a d 111 - s a
1 r ' Pr FC3 FACKAC TO 0 \/ ALJ AT r  S f ALPHA!
<_ e x t e r n a l  dertus
3 DIMENSION THFT ( 711 iF I f  71 1 ,X C 71 1 . 3Y( 71 1
9 COMMON l\l SD»CD*ZM.DELTA»FYE»RCrRP.SP
5 ClM ENr TON S A (  71 . 71) . F<" ( 71. 71 1 .WNS) 7 1, 71 1 , Of 71 . 7] )
G F 0-1 •
7 FYF = 9 . C*AT AN(1.01
3 R C-n Y E M 3 r .
9 c m a t e r i a l  F R c rE R n r s
10 WRi T D E . j C’ I
1 1 5r FORMAT UHO » ’ V ALUE OF DELTA -DECREES’ )
12 READ)5.1 IDELTA
1 3 rd=delt a*rc
19 Sd=S IN ) ID  1
15 CD-COS (Rm
IS I d=d e lt a
1 7 DEL:DELTA
1 9 r flame  flow OR AXISYMNETRIC flow
1 9 WRTTe U .E O I  '
20 sn FORMAT)1H0.’ PLANE FLOW OR AXISYMMETRID FLOW’ )
21 READl5 .112M
2 2 I  F T 7 M. E Q , ] 1 GO Tu 19
23 WR IT  Ef E » 1 31 PEL T A
29 1 3 f o r m a t ) i h o . s x . ’ s y m m e t r ic  f l a n c  flow f " r d e l t a  = ’ .-s
25 1 ’  DEGREES ’ 1
2S GO TO 21
27 1 9 WR ITE IE i lE IEELTA
29 15 FORMAT)1 HO.5X . ’ AXISYMMETRIC FLOW FOR ^ 1LI A = ’ .PS ."»
29 12X »F5. 0 .  * DEGREES ’ ) '
30 21 CONT IN'JE
31 IDF :ID+1
32 DO 1000 IFH I-1 » IDF
33 FHI-IFHI- 1
39 r p=p h i »pc
35 SFrS lN IRP)
3G C c a l c u l a t e  r f s i
37 call  SRFS I (RFS11
33 C CALCULATE HOFFeR angle bounds
39 l F l 7 M . E 3 . l l  GO TO 9] 5
90 THE!) IPH I I=CFY f * .5-RP i / rc
91 IF  ( T H E l l l F H I I .G T .G C . )  TH ET t lFH I l  :GC.
92 G 9 TO 910
93 915 IF lF C .E Q .C . I  GO TO 91 1 .
99 THE!) TF HI 1 = IP YE- (A C 0 S ( C 1 - S 0 1 * .5 /SD 1) * . 5- RPS I  ) / RC
95 IF (CELT A.GT.5C-.IDEL=5C.
96 i f U h e t i I F H I I . L E . C . )  f c =o .
97 C DIMENSION boundary array for c lct pack
93 91 0 CONTINUE
99 NUMriFHI
50 f i i t Ph i i =i p h i -i
*1 91 1 CONTINUE
52 DO 10CC ITHE-1.El
53 THE-ITHE-1
59 i f  ) t t h e . e d . 1 ) The : . oci
55 XF TN AL =T HC*R C
56 C CALCULATE ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION FCR S ( C 1 FRC* DPMI (
193
57
58
59
go
El
62
63
69
65
66 
67 
63 
69 
73
71
72
73 
79
75
76
77 
73 
79 
8G 
81 
82 
83 
39
85
86 
97 
83 
89 
93
91
92
93 
99
95
96
97
98
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
109
105
106 
107 
103 
109
n o  
111 
112 
113
CACL MS M SSO * PF s I»Xr IN AL I .
HA-I  1 .  + ZMI + ( . 5 + Z M ) * , C l »  XF TUAL / RC 
STh =SI NI XF I N AL ì  
lPr2.  « i r s i
CTP =C0S C T FI -
I T H- I ANlXn'JAL ! 
t f i u  anirf l 
S A1T T ME *IpH11 - SSO
FFfTTHE»irHII=Cl.+S3l*SS0*.E:*«*/SIH 
UNSI TTHr »IrMTl=SSO* (1 .-SO*C!F IM2.*SIM!
QlIT HE»IFHI)= ( 0 7 6 / 3 . 1 *»7M*( 2 ,*WNS(TTHr *IPH7 J * (TIH + TFI ) - ( 1 . / ( 1 •  + ZM J 
Il I ri 9 . * T T H I
l oro  continue 
i formati i
0
C FLOT SECMeNT
call fpbgnmei
c
NUF=NUM
IFIZM.E3.1. INUFiN'JM4-1 
DEL:OELT A
I f ! 0ELTJ.LE,5C.IGO T0 35 
IF f.ZM.NF. 1 • I GO TO 95 
DEL*-5 0.
85 CONTINUE 
nx^o e l m c . c 
fl AG=NX*TC.
lFtlFLA0.E3.0EL 130 IO 36 
NXrOEL/5.
NOTV 1 -5
NOIV?-0 '
GO T 0 37 
36 NDIy1-2
NQIV2 = 5 . '
e7 ;FNUH=NUM-1 '
N Y-l 2
IF t DEL.Gl. 5 3 . |NY=NY/2 
Yl=l5".+DEL*Ny 
Y=FNUM*NY+15C.
I = * Yl - 1 5 0 . l / 2 . + 1 5 0 .
WRITE(6»285I
285 FORMATI 1H0» *00 YOU WANT A F L CI CF THE S(ALPHA) CCNtC'J?S ? YES = 1# 
1NC=CM 
Read15» 11 ans 
IFIANS.EQ.3 . 1 GO T 0 2CC 
URTI E 16 » 701
73 FOR M AT I 1H0 t »HTCHEST W À LU E 0 F CCNlCUR RFQUIREO’ l 
REAGÌ 5*1ICOVA ,
33
WRITE«6*8C|
FORMATI 1 HO I ’ CONTOUR SPACING REQUIRED’ I
RE ADI 5*11COSF
NOc=COVA/COSF
annotation ARRAYS
DIMENSION TEXT I 51 I NEXT 121.FFLCUI 2 I * AFLOW I 3 J.PHET13)»FYI 2 I
0
194
114 FMET t 1 I = • alpha '
115 f h e t 121 =•- d e f r '
11G FhET1 3 l='E£S’
1 I 7 FY 1 11 r * F I  -
113 F y#2 )= '£00555 '
11 2 T£1XT 1 11 r VrNST AD '
12 C 1 £XT 1 •’ !='  S ( A 1 '
121 I C K t l 3» = * FUM CT T '
122 I "XT 1 4 1 - * 0N - O'
123 TCKIIS I = *£L'A ='
124 N o r i i l i = ' D £ n n r E'
125 NEKTI?I = '5 *
126 F FL'OU t 1 Iz 'FLAN r  ’
12 7 FFtOWf21= ’ FLOW'
123 A FLO W11 ) z ’ AXISVM’
129 AFLOWI *>) = 'M n  R IC '
130 A?l0w<3l  = ’ f l o w
131 C
132 CALL FF ALL ( 'USp R'*C.*C.*5C.»DEL1
133 CALL FPALL( ’ DTSPL AY' .  3 3 3 . .  1 5C.*1CCC.* Y 11
134 CAUL FF AXIS r x ' » C . » 0 . » 6 0 . * l  f5»2»5 )
135 CALL PPL3L ( • X , »C . ,C . ,G C .»-1 ,6 ,  * IF 3. Cl '»31
1 35 CALL FFAXIS ( 'Y '»C .»0 .»D£L*1  »NX iNDIf l l  »NO 11121
137 CALL FFLBL ( ’ Y» .C .»C..DEL»-1»NX. MF3.C )  ».31
139 CALL FFAX Ij ( ' X ' * u .*DEL*cO.*-1 »6.2*51
139 CALL FFAXIS ( 'Y '*bC .»C .»DEL» " l *N ‘X*NDIYl»\’0 lV2)
14C CAUL FFdRAW(IM£ l » F I . N U F , '  *1
141 CALL FFMOd EI '5CALCFF '1
142 CALI FFSIZE 121
143 CALL FFMTXT(EE7. i 1CC.*FHET .1 5) *
144 I p 1Z 1 .E 3 . 1 .1 GO TO 111
145 CALL FPMTXTI 667 . »65 . ,P FLOW »1 Cl
1 4 G GO 10 121
147 111 CALL FFMTXK C67..C5,»  AFLOW.l 71
149 121 CALL FFMTXT (590.* 3C.»T^XT, 301
149 CALL FPNuMft( OFLI A* »( F 3.1 '.  31
150 CAUL FFTEXA(N£Xl»71
151 CALL FPEEI ( 't)F »1
152 CALL FFMTXT (260.» 1 *FY,121
153 CALL FF5El ( 'RICH! »1
154 CALL FPGRID (6»NX 1 '
155 CALL FPMODEC 'SCALCN • |
156 CALL FPALL(»0 ISFLAY'*  33 3.* 1 5C.» 1000.»Y1
157 CALL FFcCNTlS A*61»NUM. 71.C0SP, CC« A.-NCC.O* D.C » C )
158 1 79 CONTINUE
159 WRITE» 6» 1 801
160 .1 80 FORM ATI lHO.'ARE ANY OTHER CONTOURS REQUIRED? YES
161 READ* 5 • 11ANS
162 iF l lANS.EQ.C.iGO 10 200
163 WRITE» 6»181l
164 131 FORMAT 1 ] HO* 'WHAT IS THE HIGHEST U A LUE REQUIRED ?
165 REACl5*11COU A
166 WRITF»5*1321
167 182 FORMAT 1 1 HO * »WHAT IS I HF NEW CONTOUR SPACING ? ’ )
163 R E AD 15 * 1 ICOSF
169 NOC = COU A/ COsF
1 70 CAUL FFCONT(SA»S1*NUM,71.C0SF *CCtfA.-NCC.D.O.E.C)
iNC = C*J
195
I 71
172 
1 7 3 
1 79 
1 75 
1 7 S 
177
173 
î 72 
190 
1 81 
1 32 
1 83 
139 
1 85 
1 36
187
188 
1 89 
19C 
1 21 
1 92 
1 93
199
195
196 
127 
123 
1 99
200 
201 
202 
203 
209
205
206
207
208
209
210 
211 
212 
213 
219
215
216 
217 
21 8
219220 
2 2 1  
222 
223 
229 
225 
22G 
227
GO TO 172 
2 00 G OMI T MU £
C
CALI PPN0X7
r
WRTÏEl6»23Cl
2 80 FORMAT ( 1 HC .  »pC Y C l.’ ’ Ml A F L 07 CF T HE r LCWcACTCR C T T  CITO ? Y ETS = 1 *
1N 0=0' I 
RE ADI r * I l  ANS 
I fVAN5.E3.0. I00 10 231 r
C CALCUL ATE M A 55 FlOW/FUNNEL FL PW 3 CUNO A RY A R TA Y F ° R TANE 
C FLOW CASE ONLYr*
I F t Z M .E Q .1.ICC TC 333 
1/1=1 DEL 7 A-30 . I / IC .
1/2=1.C1**V 1 
1/3=3. 7 5*1/2 
E = 2 .71 823* •y 3 
FYF=9. »ATAN(1.01 '
RD-CEL TA*FYE/1BC.
Tor I aNIRo )
T0 = T0» *.2  
T D=T 0*0.725  
OC 307 J = 1 » 5 1 
K = J- 3 
3Y(J| =K 
X I J I = T e-K) /T o
i F l E Y I J l  .CT.DFL T A-3 . IEY (J l=DEL IA-3 .
30 3 CONTINUE
3 33 CONTINUE
C ANNOTATION ARRAYS
C
DIMENSION FTEXT (51 »FNEX T 121 »FFFLOW (21 »FAFLCW (3 I.FPHET ( J  «FFY { 2) 
FFHEII 31 = * AL F HA * '
F PHD II 2 I = ’" OEOR *
FFHEI I 31 =*EES ’
FFYl 1 I = ’ F I  - D»
FF Y I 21=*EGREES *
F T EX T 11 I = *rNSTAD*
FT EXT r ?| = * f l c w f *
F T EX T 13l = *AClOR *
F lEX ie  i l l = *FF - D*
F TEX T I 5 I = »ELIA = •
FT EXT IE» =* •
FNEXTI1 l = , OEGPEEt 
FNEXII  21 = *S •
FFFLOWI1 |r* FLANE *
FF F LO W C21=*FLOw *
FAFLOWI 1 l = » AXISYM*
FAFLOWf?! = *m e tR i c  * .
F A Ft 0 W I 3 I = * FLOW* 
r
W,RTT E IG. 20 70 I
2 070 FORM Al I 1 HO * ’ HIGHEST VALUE OF CONI CUP R E Q U IP T ’ I 
R FAO I 5 i 1 ICOVA 
WRIT E(G.2C3CI
196
223
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237 
233 
239
290
291
292
293 
299
295
296
297 
299 
299
250
251
252
253 
259 
255 
25S
257
258
259
260 
261 
262 
263 
269
265
266 
267 
263
269
270
271
272
273 
279
275
276
277 
273 
279 
28C 
281 
282 
283 
289
2nar f o m a ? ( lHC» ' contour s p a c in g  r e q u i r e d ' !
RE AC!5 * I ICOSF
N Oc= COVfA/COSr
CALL FF ALL ( »USER '.C . .. CC .» DEL I
CALL P P A L L r O T S F L A V  11 J ., 1 SO . * 1 000 . . V 1 )
CALL PF AXIS! ’X *rC.»: . » EC.»1 »5 »2»3I 
. CALI FFLBL(’ X » » C . * C . t 6 0 . i - l » 6 » M e 3 . o r » 3 l  
CALL FP AX IE ( ' Y * » C.» C .» DEL » 1 * NX t NDIVI  * ''DIV 2 )
CALI PFLgL f*Y* *0.* C.*0EL*-1 *NX»’ (F3 .0 I  *«31
CALL FF AXIS ( ’X '»C.tDEL i GC. i - 1. 6,2,51
CALI FPsXlS t ' Y ’ » S C .» 0 . iQ E L f- l »N X »N rm i  iNDlY2 )
CALL F F CR A W ( T HOT » F11 NU P » ' *)
CALL FF^qRW (X»!3Y»51»0»0»0l 
CALL FFMO 2E! ’ ECALO«T *1 
CALI FFS l lE  12 I
CALL PPMTXT(GE7.»1CC..FFHET»15I
I f t Z V , E 3.1 .) CO 10 211
CALL pPMTXTf6E7.»E5.»FFFL0«f  1C)
00 TO 221
211 CALL ?BKTXTfEC7. tCE. iFAr iOW»l7|
221 CAUL PPM TXT (590.* 30..# FT EX 1 i 31 I 
CALL PPNUM A ( T rL I A» * C F 3 . 1 31
CALL FFTEXs(cNEXT i 7I 
CALL FFSET ( *ur »1 
C ALL FFMTXT (2EC. i T *FCY* 12)
CALL F PS ET f »RTCHT ’ I 
CALL FF CRlO (6 * NX )
CALL epMODE! 'ECALON * )
CALL FFaL L f 'D IS P L A Y ' . 33 J. .120 ,  * 1 00F . . V I
CALL FFcON l (FF t t l .NUM.7 l ,C0SP,CCVA*-NCr.C .C .C rC )
2 79 CONTINUE
WRITE!6*21 SCI
21 3D FORMAT!IHO.'ARE AMY OTHER CONTOURS REQUIRED? YES-1 ,NC=C'J 
RE AC! 5»11 AN'S 
IF IAN S .EQ .C . I  GO 10 231 
WRITE! E»21 21 I '
2181 F ORM AT t 1 HO»' WHAI IS THE HIGHEST t/ALUE REQUIRE^ ? ’ l 
REA0l5*11CCVA 
WRIT E16 * 2132 I
2162 FORMAT ( I hO » »What is  THE new CCNTcUr SPACING ? ' )
READI 5* 1 ICOSF 
NO C = CO y A/ COSF
CALL FPCONT (FF »61» NUM i 7 1 # CO SF *CC¥ A »-NCC»C ,C» Ci C )
GO TO 279 .
281 CONTINUE 
C .
CALL FPNEXT
r
WR IT E t 6 i 380 I
3 80 FORMAT 11H0» »DO YOU WANT A PLOT CF THE WALL STRESS rCNTC'JPS ? YES 
1 f MOrp * | .
RE AO!5 »11ANs '
I fLANS.EQ.C.ICO 1C 331 
WRITE!6» 3C 7C1
30 70 F ORM ATI 1 HO , 'HIGHEST U ALUE OF CCNTCUR REQUIRED' ) .
RFA0(5*1IC0UA 
WRIT E !6 * 30901
197
285 3C3C FORM AT H  HO » »CONTOUR 5F REQUIPEP*)
2 8G ÌCA3T 5.1 ICOSF
287 NO C- CO V A/COST
283 r ANNOI AT ton ARRAYS
283 c
290 DIMENSION 3 F X T M c 3 1 .NpXTN ( 2 1 «FFLCWNT2I » Ar L CW
291 1 STN f 21
292 photNt i i = m l f h a  1
293 FH0TNf2l=*- OrcR*
299 F HF lN Ï 3 Ï = ’ FFS *
295 FYN( 11r * F I  - r »
296 F YNI2 J = * S EFS'
297 T C’X IN f 11 i ’ ENST AD*
293 t e x t n i 2)=* non-v
299 TeK TNT 31 =»IM r\'si*
303 TEXTMT9 I - ’ ONaL N»
301 TEX TNT 51 = *0RM Al »
302 TEXTNtS l = ’ WALL S’
303 TeKTNI 7| = MRFSS \
309 TEXT NT aI = *FUNc Ti *
305 TESTINI 9! = *CN *
306 I r S T N f 1 1 = *TFLTA •
307 TFSTNI21=*- ’
308 NEXT N f 1 I - 'DEGREE *
309 NEKTNT 21 =»S »
310 PFL'OWNI 1 l = 'FUNE  *
311 FF C OWNl21= ’ FLOW •
312 A CL0 WNI1) = ’ AXISYM«
313 AFLOWNT 21 = ,MeTP i c ’
319 A FLOWN!31 = * FLOW’
315 c
316 CALI PRALL («USER’ iC . fO .  ,GC.»DELl
317 CALL PFALL ( *DISFL AY * » 333 .» 1 EC. t 1 COD., Y 11
318 CAUL FF AX IS ( * X •. C . 10. » 60 . .  1 13 1 2» 5 1
319 CALL PPL BL ( * X * t0 . iC . i 6 E ,# - l » G t  * ( F 3. C1 *»31
320 CALL FFaXTS {*Y S C .  » E . iD E L . l  »NX.NTI l/ l  » ND IU2 )
321 CALL PFLßL ( *Y ’ ,C . tO .»OEL»- l»NX ,  »(F3.C) ».31
322 CALI FF AXIS (*X»»3.*9EL , GC..-1 i G#2.5I
323 . CALL F F AX IS C •Y , »6C.»C.*DtL*-l»NX»N0IIM#N0It f
329 CALL FPDRAW ( T HF I »FI.NUP .* ’ 1
325 CALL FFMOOCT ’ SCALOFF *1
326 CALI PPSIZE 12 1
327 CALL FFM1XTTEC7.» ICC. • PHET N» 1 SI ,
328 I F  IZ M .e Q.1 .ICO TO 311
329 CALL PFMT XT (ECO.. 6 5 . , F FLOWN..101
330 03 TO 321
331 311 CALL PPMTX l (E rC. ,65 . ,«FLOWN»171
332 321 CALL PFMTXT ( 756.»65.,TES1N#3I
333 CALL FFNUM ATDFLT A» * t F 3.1 *.31
339 CALL FF T C X A (N rx IN t  71
335 CALL FPMTXT(CE7.»3C.»TEX1N»5CI
336 CALL PFSETT’ UP»)
337 CALL PFMTXT T 2FC..T »FYN, ¡21
339 CALL PFSETI'P IOHT*I
339 CALL FFCRIPTC.NXI
390 CALL FPMOOET’ SCALON* I
391 CALL FFaLL ( »OTSFL AY 3 33. , ISC .,  lOCP.i  Y 1
r\ V C ) ,F Y N (2 ) , T E
198
392 C ALI FFCONI (WN 5 . 61 »NUM* 71 » CO Sc » C CV A » - NCC » 0 1C • C » G )
393 372 CONTINUE
399 WRITE IG *31301
395 318 0 FORM AT ( 1H0» * ART ANY OTHER CONTOURS REQUIRED? YES=3 t V r r r ’ j
39G REACl5*1 IANS
397 IF 1 AN5.EQ. C. 1 CO TC 321
393 WRlTElGi 3131 1
399 3121 FOR M Al l  J HO * H' HAT IS THE HIGHEST VALUE R E QU I  Rr  E ? ’ )
350 REAGI 5*1100 VA
351 WR IT  El 6» 31 82 1
352 31 82 FORMATI 1H0# ’ WHAT IS TME NEW CONTOUR SPACING ? ’ )
353 RE ADI 5 * 11 COSE
359 NOn=CnVA/COSF
355 CALL FFCONT (WNS »¿1*NUM * 71 ,CCSF. CCV5, - VCC.C» G. C.C)
35G GO TO 373
357 381 CON llNUG
353 c
359 CALL FFNEXT
3GG C
361 WRITE!Er93C)
362 980 FORM AT 1 1H0» *00 YOU WANT A FLOT CF THE SURCHARGE FACT CP CCNTCURS ?
3G3 1 YES r 1»NO =Cf 1
3G9 READ I 5*11 ANS
3G5 IF 1 f lNS.E'a.r. l  cO TO 9 31
36S WRITEIG»9G7CI
3G7 9 07 0 FORMATI 1H0»'HIGHEST VALUE CF CCNTCUP RFQUIPEO’ 1
3G8 REAGIS .11 CO VA
3G9 WRITE! E.9ESCI
370 90 90 FORMAT! l HC» 'CONTOUR SPACING REQUIRED’ )
371 REAGIS.11COSF
372 N0C=C0VA/C0SF .
373 C
379 C a n n o t a i i o n  arrays
375 c
37G DIMENSION QÎEXT ( 71 .QNEX T (21 .QFFLCW (21 . Q.AFLCW (3 ), 3PMEI I ’’ ). QFY (2 ) .  QT
377 JEST 1 71
373 QFHET1 1 I i 'ALFHA ’
379 QFHEll 21 - OEGR’
380 QFHET1 3 l = ’ EES*
381 Q F Y I l U ' F I  - P*
332 QEY:l2 l = *EGREES'
383 QT EXT 1 11 r 'ENSTAD'
389 QTEX T I 2 1 = * NON-0*
385 QTEXl l  31 =' IMENSI*
386 QIEXT ! 9 l-'ONflL S'
387 QTEXl l 51 ='URCHAR •
383 QTFXTIGU'GE FAC*
3 8 9 QTEXl l 71 ='TOR Q •
390 QÏEST l l  | =  'DFLTa *
391 QTESII2 I  - * - '
392 ONEXI11 Ir'OEGPEE’
393 Q N E X l lC i r ' s '
399 QFFLOWI 1 I z ’ PUNE *
335 QFFLOWI ? )  r'FLOW '
396 QAFLOWI1 1-' AXISYM'
397 Q AF LOW 1 2 1 - 'M n  R IC *
399 3 AFL OUi31 = '  FLOW*
199
399
400
901
902
903 
909
905
906
907 
903
909
910 
9 1 ! 
91 2 
913
919 
915 
915 
91 7 
91 3 
9 1 9
920
921
922
923 
929
925
926
927
928
929
930
931
932
933 
939 
935 
9 36
937
938
939
990
991
992
993 
999
CALI F F . l L L ( « U 5 rS * » c . , r . , E 0 . » 0 E L l
CALL PPftLL ( *HIS PL AY*» 3 3 3 .» I 5C. * 1CCF..Y1)
CAUL FPAXIS<, X , »C .»C .»SD .»1»G»2»51
CALL F F L 3 L ( , X , » C . » 0 . » G C . . - l » 5 » , ( F 3 . n  ' .31
CALI FF AX IS f * Y ’ • G.» C .» DEL »1 * N X» NOIY1» ND IV2}
CALL PPLeL ( , Y ’ »C.»C.»DEL»*1»NX » * ( F 3 »CI ' .31C A L L  FF A X I S  I '  X • i C . »  D E L  .  S O  .  • - 1  » 6 * 2 * 5 1
CALL FF AXIS ( * Y *» LC ..  C .» POL • - 1* NX » NOT« 1 » NO Ilf 2)
CAUL FFoFAW C 7 HZ I »FT»MUF » * *1 
CALL PPMOOEf 'SCALOFF *1 
C ALL "POIZE (2 I
CALL FPMT XT i 60 7 .» 1C0.»QFHFT » 151 ¡:
IP  IZV .E3.1  . 1 GO 10 9111 !
CALL FPMTXT( 50C.»65. »QFFl CW, 1C1 
GO TO 921
9111 CALL PFMTXT(fCC.»G5..QAFLCW»17)
921 CALI FFMTXT i 75G. . 6 5 . » QTEST»3)
CALL PPNUIY At O^LT A p * ( F 3 • l ».31
CALL "F T EXfl tQNOXl • 7 I
CALL PFMTXT(rE7**3C.»QTCXT.91l
CALL P P S E K ’ UFM
CALL PPMT XT( 2F0 .»1»OFY»121
CAUL FPSETCPIOHI M
CALL PFGRI"(0»NX|
CALL FFMOOE I 'SCALON’ I
CALL FF ALL ( *0ISFL AY * » 333.»150.» 1000.» Y I 
CALL FPCONT !Q .S l .NUM.? l  . CO 3P . CC V A .-NCC . 0 »0» 0 »0 1 
9 79 CONTINUE .
*JRTT E ! G » 91301
9180 FORMAT I lHOt'ARE ANY OTHER CONTOURS REQUIRED? YES=1 »NP rCJ  
READ! 5» D  ANS
i f  I ans . e o . c. igo tc 931
WRTTE1G.91311
919T FORMAT (1H0 »»WHAT IS THE HIGHEST Y ALUE REQUIRED ? ' l  
REACT 5*1 I CO V A 
WRITE! 6*91 82 I
9132 FORMAT! 1 HO. *WHAl IS THE NEW CCNTCUR SPACING ?•>
READ!5»I ICOsF 
NOC-COY A/COSF
CALL FFCONT TQ»G1*NUM »71. COSF ,CCVI At-NCO» C»C»0»0 1 
GO TO 979 
981 CONTINUF 
CAUL PPEND 
STOP 
ENO
200
201
202
Figure F-l Flow Chart for Programme NSTAD.SA.
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Appendix G
Specific Value Programme, FF.M
220
'FT ( 1) . M
1 r 10 CALCULATE 5 (ALPHA) R FLOWFACTCR F 09 SPECIFIC
2 C CF PHI 5 T HE 7 ft
3 COMMON /A/ G9»CD*ZM»DELIA * E YE • T C * R P * SR
4 r M AT rRI Al FRCPrR’ IES
5 WRlTElG.301
£ 50 FORMAT (IHOf *V ALUE OF CELTA - DEGREES ’ 1
7 0EAO 15»2IDELTa
3 1 formati 1
9 WRIT E1G♦551
1C 55 FORMAT l lHO • ’ VALUES OF PHI AN 0 ALPHA - DE0REF5 ’ 1
11 RE.A9I5.1 ¡PHI »THE I
12 C PLANE FLOW OR AXIS YMMEIRTC FLOW
13 write IG'GCI
14 g r FORMAT 1 1HC » »PLANE FLOW OR AXISYMMEIRIC FLOW*)
15 Readi 5 • iizm
1G lFiZM.EO. i l  GO TC 19
1 7 WRIT E 1G * 1 31DEL T A
1 s 13 FORM AT( 1H0»5X» »SYMMETRTC FLAME FLOW FOR DELTA =
1 3 1’ CE GREES’ 1 '
20 GO TO 21
21 19 WRTTE«Stl5lnrLlA
22 1 5 F-ORM AT 1 1 HO »5X » * AX IS Y MM El RIC FLOW FOR DELIA = V
23 1 7 Xi F 5 . r . ’ DEGREES’ 1
24 21 CONTINUE
25 CALL SR T1 FHIi ! HE’ «FF» SA »RF S Tl
2G WRITE! ErGEIS A '
27 £5 FORMAT! 1H0.5X. ’ S( ALPHA 1= ’ »F6.41
23 WRITE!Gr7CIFF
29 7 C FORMAT! 1H0»5X.’ FLOW FACTOR = ’'*F3.4|
30 STOP
31 END
’ .FE .C2X»
221
FT I D .SF
1 C TO CALCULATE SIALFHAI fi FLOWFACTCR F CR SPECIFIC VALUES
2 r OF FHI £ THETA
3 SU3R0UT INE SF 7 (P H I » THE T »FF » SA f R PS I  1
4 exter nal  d e r i v e
5 DIHENETON Y I N I T f 2 1 i YFINAL(2)
E COMMON /A / 5D*CD.ZM,0ELT A.FYE.RC.RPiSP
7 COMMON / A 2/ IC tL  I lCC I  »5 15 C * 3 DC 1 »PS I {SC ♦ 1 0 E ) t X A (5T ,10C)
3 DATA I T I T L C / rH  /N/2/TCL / *001/
a TOL ON RFSl .001 OF A RADIAN
10 FYE-14.O* AT AN( 1. Cl
11 RC=FYE/! 30.
12 RD^DELT A»RC
1 3 Sq=SINIRD 1
14 CD-COS(R D)
15 Y IN IT  1 2 1 = 30 .
1G Y IN IT I  21 = Y lN iM  21 *RC
1 7 HFRIN T =0.0
1 3 RF=FHI*RC .
1 9 S F zS lN lR F 1
20 ALF A=THET«RC
21 0 c a l c u l a t e  r fST
22 CALL SRFS I (RFS I1
23 IT  HE M - T HE < + 1
24 DO 2CCC IT HE = 1»IT HEM
25 x f i n a l  = i t h e  *rc
2G i f  • t h e i . l t . i t  HE IX f in  a l =t h e t* rc ,
27 i c = c
23 T 5 -  1C
29 I F i l l H E . G T . l 1 GO TO 2 73
30 c CALCULATE ANALYTICAL EXFRESSICN FOR S(CJ FRO" OPHT f C1 -
31 CALL ASCISS0*RPSI»XFINALI
32 Y IN IT I  11 =SSO
33 GO TO 275
34 2 05 YF2=YFIN aL (21
35 Y I l  = Y IN IT  «11
3G Y IN I T 111=YTNIT t 11+YINTTC1» * .  1
37 275 IC = IC M
38 CALL DEFC3(N»X IN IT .YTN IT .XF INAL .YF INAL .  OERIVS .
39 •HFR IN I t  H l T L r . N 0 1 i F Y . S  7 7 7 1
40 VV-ABSIYF INAL(2 I“RFS I I
41 IF«V  W-GT • TOL1 GO TO 291
42 l F f T A . L T . Cl GC TO 299
43 T A--10
44 251 I F U C . L T . 2 I  GO TO 205
45 IF H C .G T .2 0 C I  00 TO 2000
46 IF • Y iNlT 1 11. rQ-.Y131 GO TO 205
47 SZ=I YFTNAL 121-YF2 I / (Y IN  T i l l  l - Y I l  1
4 3 I F I S Z . F 3 . 0 I  GC 10 20 5
49 YF2-YFINAL(21
50 Y I 1l Y l N i T 1 M
51 Y I N I T I 1 I = YI1- IY F IN A L (2 1 - R F S I IfSZ
52 IF  1 Y IN IT I  3H 252» 2 75. 2 75
53 1 3 14m ^ 4m Y IN I I 1 1 I= Y I1 - Y I1 * .D 5
54 GO TO 275
55 77 7 WRITE 16 * 7 78 1 NOTIFY
56 7 78 form at 1 1 hO»5X> »trouble  d u r in g  dcpc CALCULAT IC IS . n o t if y M S I
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5 7 3 0  T 0  7 7 3
5 8 2 2 2 H A  -  ( 1 .  + Z M  J + ( . S  +  Z M ) * . c i  * x f i n a l / r c
5 9 S T H - S I N I X F T N a L  I
G H S O r V l N l T  ( 1 1
G l S A - Y F I N A L I  1 1
G 2 F F - I 1 .  + S  D ) * Y F l N  A L { 1 1 ♦ .  5 *  H  A / S  T H
G 3 2 C G C C O N T  T V U E
G 4 7 7 2 C O N  T I N U E
8 5 r e t u r n
G G e n d
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Figure G-l Flow Chart for Specific Value Programme FF.M.
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SAMPLE RUNS OF PROGRAMME FF.M 
The v a r ia b le s  6 ,m,ct and <j) in  th e  fo l lo w in g  exam ples  
in  o rd er  th a t  com p arison  can b e made w ith  th e  T ab le  C -l
>§XCT FF.SV
VALUE OF DELTA -DEGPEES 
>65 . .
VALUES OF PHI AND ALPHA -DEGHEES 
>28 46 .
PLANE FLOW OP AXI SYMMETRIC FLOW 
>0  .  .
SYMMETRIC PLANE FLOW FOP DELTA = 65.
SCALPHA)» 1.0161.
FLOW FACTOR = 1.6561
>
@X0T FF.SV
VALUE OF DELTA - DEGPEES 
>65
VALUES OF PHI AND ALPHA -DEGPEES 
>28 47 . . .
PLANE FLOW OP AX I SYMMETRIC FLOW
>0 . ; :
SYMMETRIC PLANE FLOW FOR DELTA = 65.
SCALPHA)» 1.0724
FLOW FACTOP » 1*7261
>
>CXPT FF.SV
VALUE OF DELTA -DEGPEES 
>65
VALUES OF PHI AND ALPHA -DEGREES 
>28 46*6 .
PLANE FLOW OR AXI SYMMETRIC FLOW 
><?
SYMMETRIC PLANE FLOW FOH DELTA = 65.
SCALPHA)» 1.0492
FLOW FACTOR = 1.6971
were ch osen
DEGPEES
DEGPEES
DEGPEES
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>@XOT F F .S V
VALUE OF DELTA -DEGREES 
> 6 5
VALUES OF PHI AND ALPHA -DEGREE'S 
> 2 7 . 7  4 6  .
PLANE FLOW OP AXI SYMMETRIC FLOW 
>0 .......................... ;
SYMMETRIC PLANE FLOW FOR DELTA = 6 5 .  DEGREES
S < ALPHA) =4 1 . 0 0 3 2
FLOW FACTOR = 1 . 6 3 5 0
@XQT F F . S V  .
VALUE OF DELTA -DEGREES'
> 6 5  .
VALUES OF PHI AND ALPHA -DEGREES 
> 2 8 . 3  4 6  .
PLANE FLOW OR AXI SYMMETRIC FLOW ,
>0 . . ■
SYMMETRIC PLANE FLOW FOR DELTA = 6 5 .  DEGREES
SC ALPHA) =» 1 . 0  29 6.
FLOW FACTOR * 1 . 6 7 8 0
>
e x O T . F F . S V
VALUE OF DELTA -DEGREES 
> 6 3 . 8  -
VALUES OF PHI AND ALPHA -DEGREES 
> 2 8  4 6  _■
PLANE FLOW OR AXI SYMMETRIC FLOW
>0  . .
SYMMETRIC PLANE FLOW FO$ DELTA = 6 4 .  DEGREES
SC ALPHA) =* 1 p 0 2 4 2 .
FLOW FACTOR ** 1 * 6 6 1 3
>
eX 0T F F . S V  :
VALUE OF DELTA -DEGREES 
> 6 7 . 2  -
VALUES OF PHI AND ALPHA -DEGREES •
>28 4 6  ; . .
PLANE FLOW OR AXISYMMETRIC F|OW
>0 . . ... • , . : i
SYMMETRIC PLANE FLOW F O f DELTA * 6 7 .  DEGREES
SC ALPHA)a 1 . 0 0 2 9 .
FLOW FACTOR *  1 . 6 4 7 9
The f ig u r e s  6 4 .DEGREES and 6 7 .DEGREES a re  o n ly  rounded f ig u r e s  
by th e  p r in to u t  FORMAT STATEMENT. The param eters a re  c a lc u la te d  fo r  
th e  v a lu e  o f  DELTA r e q u ir e d , th a t  i s ,  6 3 . 8  DEGREES and 6 7 . 2  DEGREES 
r e s p e c t i v e ly .
